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Abstract 
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The fast p紅 tof t11e rep01t discusses t11e Chau・speech synt11esis system and t11e design methodology 

behind it. 
The remainder of the report gives details of t11e intonational module in Chau・which is based on t1記

new Event/Tilt model of English Intonation. It is shown how Rise/Fall/Co1111ection (RFC) descriptions of 

Intonation can be re-pl11・ased and described by a t11eory of intonational events. Next, the dimensionality 

of t11e event description is changed from the low-level RFC space to t11e higher level, more meaningful 

"tilt" level. The descriptions紅 efurther tr・ansformed by describing a set of features and labelling the 

events in terms of those features. 

These concepts ai・e discussed t110roughly and performance figures are given at every stage showing 

the accuracy of each mapping. TI1e rep01i concludes with a description of the synthesis algorithm itself 

and documentation of the relevant Chatr functions. 



Overview of Work at ATR 

There were two main su・ands to my year・s work at ATR. The fast concerned tl1e desigr頂 ndimplementation 

of a real-time speech synthesis system, and the second concerned intonational analysis and syntl1esis. 

This section gives a brief ove1-view of the philoshopy of the Chau・system, and the main part of tl1e report 

gives details of the synt11esis module. 
鼻

Chatr Philosophy 

In my view, one of出ebiggest problems in our field of rese紅 chconcerns progranmling style and 

maintainability. Many rese紅 chershave no formal computer tt・aining, and altl10ugh competent at designing 

algoritl1ms, often fail to pay attention to many of tl1e otl1er issues in computing, such as system design, 

real-time performance, maintainability, ease of use, robusmess of code, adaptability and documentation. 

Altl1ough it may not be obvious to the people involved, ignoring these issues has a direct consequence 

on their ability to perfo1m rese紅 chand subsequently publish papers. Many rese紅 cherswould ad血 tthat 

出eyseem to spend a lot of time messing around witl1 their computers in one way or皿 o出er,but one often 

hem・s tl1e opinion tl1at tl1is messing ru・ound is just sometl1ing you have to do when you・use computers. 

Also, one often gets tl1e idea tlrnt tl1ere is a 1紅 geamount of repetition of work, in tl1at someone else has 

previously written a sinlilar algoritlun but it is unusable; maybe because it is lost, because it only tuns on 

one type of machine or because tl1e code was not written in a sufnciently general way so as to be modified. 

All these tl1ings eventually make the writing of software slower which in tum hampers rese紅 chprogress. 

Chatt・is a speech syn由esissystem tlrnt was designed to overcome as many of tl1ese problems as 

possible. Chatt・is a po1table piece of code, me皿 ingtlrnt it can run on m皿 ydifferent machines. Chatr is 

real-time, so tlrnt one can tt・y皿 dtest new ideas quickly. Chatr h皿 dlesall hardw紅 einteraction, so that 

one need only call a subroutine, "play", to hear a waveform; one does not have to have any knowledge 

of tl1e h紅dw紅 ddetails. All file i/o is handled by chatt・, allowing waveforms of differing file types to 

be read in wiiliout tl1e user having to WOITY about p紅 ticularfile types. T11ere is no data held in the code 

itself, as all data is kept in files. This means tlrnt one c皿 changetl1e parameters of a model without 

re-compilation. 

Perhaps tl1e most difficult p紅 tof Chatt・to design was tl1e central data-structure. Here we adopt a 

black-broad like ru-chitecture tlrnt lets module writers store data in皿 easyto read and easy to write 

manner. The紅 chitectureconsists of a number of streams which紅 edefined at run-time. Each stt・eam 

is a list of cells, wi出 eachcell representing a p紅 ticulardata structure cotTesponding to some linguistic 

object. For instance, we have a word, a syllable and a phoneme stt・eam in tl1e English version of Chatr. 

Each cell has a number of relations, which specify tl1e cells in o由erstreams which are related to that cell. 

For ex.ample, syllables紅 erelated to words as every word has one or more syllables. This data-structure 

allows easy algoritlm1 writing as on only need wony about tl1e algoritl1m itself; all tl1e data is handled 

automatically by Chatr. T11e design of this pmt of Chatt・was difficult as tl1e architecture had to store 

complex. data while still being easy to read from and write to. Furtl1ennore, tl1e architecture had to be 

fast. As the processing of a typical utterance may involve tl1ousands ofread and write operations on the 

箪 chitecture,it was important由atthese operation should not slow down tl1e ex.ecution of the program. 

As it st皿 ds,tl1e cmTent version of tl1e紅 chitectureis very fast, but improvements could still be made 

concerning tl1e ease of use. At tl1e most basic level, the architecture is very flex.ible meaning that one c狙1

also represent a data stt向cturesomehow皿 dthat the architecture is never too restrictive. 

The otl1er main feature of Chatt・is tl1e Lisp language interface. Some types of data, e.g. waveforms, 

naturally lend themselves to certain file formats (i.e./ binat-y). However, for tl1e most part, data can be 

stored in ascii files. Ne狙・ly_alldata stored in Chatt・is in the form of lisp-like bracketed structures. These 

structures are very powe1f11l as one can usually describe complex. data representations such as trees very 
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easily. Furthe1111ore. all lisp file i/o is handled by a single subroutine insuring reliable reading and writing 

of these structures. 

Chatr also has a con1111and line interactive interface, allowing a user to type in new utterances, and 

change the system parameters of Chau・wi由outhaving to stop the program or re-compile any code. T11erc 

is an on-line help system which allows users quick access to documentation on Chau・fonctions. 

These features make Chau・a pleasant and easy environment to work in, and allow fast and easy 

writing of code. Because Chau・provides so much low level functionality, one can write algorithms tlrnt 

are u・uly independent of operating system, machine, and file type specifics. This facilitates portable code. 

As chau・can be re-configured from witl1in, it is possible to have a wide variety of modules which perform 

the same basic task. The user can chose which module to use at rnn time. 

Chatr's Status 

After one year of development, Chau・has fulfilled all its design criteria and is now a fully functional real-

time speech syntl1esis system. Over the last few montl1s, tl1e quality of tl1e output speech has increased 

dramatically, 皿 dmuch of tl1is success is down to tl1e ease of use wi由 whichnew algorithms can be 

developed. 

Most of my resc紅 chhas concentrated on tl1e intonational component, which is the topic of the 

remainder of this report. 
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1 Introduction: The Problem 

In the waveform generation part of speech synthesizers it is necessary to specify the FO (fundamental 

frequency) values witl1 which t11e speech should be produced. T11e intonation component in speech 

synthesis systems is concerned wit11 what FO values should be fed into tl1is waveform generation module. 

It is clear tlrnt providing a sophisticated intonation module for a TIS (text-to-speech) system is not as 

important as knowing which phonemes to say and how to say tl1em. For instance, a utterance produced 

wit11 a constant FO value (tl1e simplest possible intonation module) is still usually intelligible. So why 

botl1er with an intonation module at all? First of all, although tl1e relative importance of the intonation 

component may be less that tl1at of tl1e phonenlic component, it is still imp01iant. If a syntl1esizer had a 

very good segmental component and a very poor intonation component, it would be app紅 ent山atit is the 

intonation component tlrnt is making tl1e overall speech sound unnatural. In fact, in my previous work 

at Edinburgh University, 由esegmental quality of the diphone syntl1esizer was such tl1at it was deemed 

that the poor intonation component was the major source of unnaturalness in tl1e system. Secondly, 

although again not tl1e principal factor in intelligibility, it has been shown由atgood natural intonation 

makes t11e speech more intelligible overall (Silverman, 1993). If words由atshould be accented actually 

receive accents, and questions由attypically end in rises actually do end in rises, tl1e speech should be 

easier to understand. Thirdly, speech synthesis, like tl1e speech field in general, is moving away from 

出ecarefully conu・olled professional speech of t11e laboratory towai・ds more spontaneous natural speech. 

The intonational differences between these two extremes of style紅earguably greater tl1an for any other 

aspect of出elanguage, and so it is evident tl1at previous intonation models which cater for laboratory 

speech will be seen to be inadequate for more spontaneous natural speech. For example, many intonation 

systems deal only witl1 "neuu・al declai・ative" speech, which it should be obvious is not tl1e way people 

talk in real conversations. Any speech synthesis system that fa to be used in a dialogue situation needs a 

more sophisticated intonation module. 

1.1 ¥Vhy it isn't Like Phonenuc Synthesis 

In very broad terms, one could split tl1e main part of a speech synt11esizer into two p紅 ts.T11e fast part 

takes a stream of words and produces a stt℃ am of phones (eit11er phonemes or allophones), and t11e second 

part takes tl1ese phones and produces waveform, be it by formant, diphone, unit or articulatory synt11esis 

methods. Splitting the task in two is a powerful device as it allows stt-ong modul叫 tyof出eproblem. 

The first component works in a dialect dependent way, and is oblivious to由espeed and style witl1 which 

the utterance is to be produced. Tl1e second component need only know about then small set of phonetk 

units which act as input, and由usneed not botl1er with analysis of text or any otl1er input fom1at. 

This type of paradigm is commonly used in speech synthesis where a chain of modules map from 

an input language to an output language, which then becomes t11e input language of the next module in 

由echain. Having a phonen1ic level in a speech syn由esizeris useful and powerful as it is tl1ere that the 

boundai-y between sound and purely linguistic aspects of lm1guage exists. 

Altl10ugh some older intonation systcms used a single stage to map from (say) a syntax tree to an 

FO contour, the common approach these days is to map from a syntactic/semantic representation of 

an utterance, to a phonological specification of the intonation, and via a phonetic component to a FO 

contour (PietTehumbert and Beckman, 1991), (Monaghan, 1991). Thus tl1e problem now becomes that 

of deriving a phonological description of the intonation from t11e input, and t11en phonetically in terpretjng 

this description and producing an FO contour. 

A fundamental point where intonatfon di仔ersfrom phonemic aspects of speech, is that there is little 

agreement of what the phonological intonation system for a language such _as English is, and furthermore, 

what the phonological description of a given utterance should be. 
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Most modern phonologists and phoneticians have abandoned the belief tlrnt phonemes as traditionally 

defined are a tJ.ue model of tl1e phonology oflanguages. However, they紅 estill very useful approximations 

to the tiue model, and provide a easy language with which to describe sound patterns. Furtl1ermore、for

a given a word in language, most linguists would quickly agree to an approximate description of what 

phonemes紅 ccontained in that word. This can be done by eitl1er listening to tl1e word or from text 

Intonation, on the other hand is much more tr・oublesome. 

Intonation in English is non-lexical which means tlrnt a given sentence or word can be spoken witl1 

many different acceptable intonation patterns. 11ms it is impossible to predict from text what tl1e intonation 

pattern of a word or sentence is. (It may be possible to predict one of many suitable patterns, or even 

list all tl1e suitable patterns, but providing a single co1Tect pattern for an utterance is not possible). When 

describing intonation、linguiststypically listen to an utterai1ce and then use狙 intonationaldescription 

notation to record what has been said. In some ways tl1is is like the procedure of phoneticians making 

naITow phonetic transcriptions of utterances. The aim of a nairnw phonetic tr皿 scriptionis to make 

an accurate recording of what was said, such tlrnt anotl1er phonetician cai1 reproduce what was said. 

Altl1ough much work has been ca1Tied out in constructing intonation notation systems (Palmer, 1922), 

(0℃ onnor皿 dArnold, 1973), (Crystal, 1969), (Halliday, 1967), (Pie1Tehumbert, 1980), it is clear to me 

that none of由esesystems have anywhere near tl1e power皿 daccuracy of a nan-ow or wide phonetic 

transcription. A number of points should make tl1e last statement cle皿

• Intonational notation systems are very difficult to leain and use. I certainly haven't mastered any of 

tl1e systems mentioned previously, and from experience I know tl1at m皿 ypeople who紅 efa面 liar

with prosody still find it difficult to come to grips wi由 anotation system, such that they can label 

intonation accurately. 

• Usually由ereis no justification given for why a particular notation system should be the way it is. 

Typical reasons are "linguists have been using tl註ssystem for yeai・s" or "tl1is new system co1Tect a 

problem witl1 a previous system", neitl1er of which紅 esolid accounts. Occasionally experimental 

evidence is provided, such as the experiments performed by Libermai1 and PietTehumbert (1984). 

While tl1ese studies certainly highlight particular points, tl1ey usually only give evidence concerning 

a small紅 eaof tl1e theory. 

Comp紅 ethis situation to that of u・aditional phonenlics. There we have a set of criteria for 

deternlining the phonemes of a language (a kind of meta-tl1eory), and tlms its easier to objectively 

state what phonemes exist. If our task was to design a intonation notation system for a different 

language, we would have to start from scratch and previous knowledge of English intonation would 

only be useful in a very indirect way. I am not advocating a return to a su・ict Sttucturalis t approach, 

but a set of principles for saying what a intonational notations system should describe and how to 

go about designing one for a new language would be very useful. 

• Although tl1e previously mentioned systems agree on a significant number of points, tl1ere is also a 

substantial amount of disagreement. For example, none of由esesystems agree on how many typ竺
of pitch accent exist in English. In addition, many of由esesystems advocate tl1e use of more basic 

intonational prinlitives, such as high and lows or rises and falls. There is much disagreement about 

what由eseprimitives should be. Again, if we make a comparison to phonenlic analyses, we also 

see disagreement there, but tl1at is mainly constrained to tl1e finer points, rather tlrnn disagreements 

about tl1e fundamental units. 

• The most convincing argument arises from the difficulty in reproducing an utterance's intonation. 
Take an utterance, transcribe it phonetkally, give it to another phonetician and ask them to speak it. 

111e resulting speech is usua11y recognizable as having the same phonenlic content as the origi叫
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Witl1 the equivalent test for intonation、山ingsare much more difficult. Even experts in intonation 

have trouble reproducing intonational notations in this way, which points to the inadequacy of the 

notation system. 

For many types of contours, we do have adequate notations、suchas the'・calling contour''and 

the "smprise/redundancy contours''of Liberman (Liberman, 1975). Such intonational patterns 

紅 eeasily reproducible, but unfortunately this taxonomy only covers a small range of由epossible 

intonational effects. 

Witl1 more u・aditional phonological systems, one often find that they m-e fine at dealing witl1 simple 

intonational situations. For example, the 0℃ onnor and Arnold system was designed pa叫yto enable 

English language learners to improve their English intonation. In that sense, the patterns describe are 
tl1ose of a idealized fluent speaker, and the system resu・icts itself to those tl1ings which a language 

learner would choose to le狙n.It doesn't not cover many o由erintonational affects such as由osedue to 

sarcasm, shouting, conu・adiction, incredulity etc. In my view tl1e perfect intonational description system 

should deal witl1 such phenomena, as tl1ey are as much apart of day-to-day lru1guage as anything else. 

Intonational descriptions systems are more sinular to say syntactic systems tl1狙1phonen叶csystems, in 

the sense that tl1ey can handle typical cle皿 utterances,but fail to give any account of出elanguage tlrnt 

is naturally produced. 

Thus a fundamental problem in designing an intonation module in a speech synthesizer is由elack 

of an adequate description language for eitl1er tl1e phonetics or phonology of 1皿 guage.Because of由is,

and also because of tl1e mai1y different ways in which a set of words can be spoken intonationally, it is 

very difficult to describe tl1e sound pattern of an utterance・s intonation. 

1.2 The "Discourse" Level 

So the "words→ phonemes→ acoustics" chain is difficult to recreate for intonation due to a lack of 

an adequate description system for intonational sounds (which would replace tl1e "phonemes" p紅 t).So 

what should the equivalent of words be? We have already said tlrnt a given sequence of words can be 

spoken witl1 many different intonations, so it is unlikely由atwords are suitable. Unfo1iunately, 由ere

is no consensus here eitl1er. Linguists disagree as to to whetl1er syntax, semantics, pragmatics, various 

combinations of tl1ese, or even non-linguistic factors are the contributing factor in deciding intonation. 

In tl1e cmTent intonation syntl1esis module, we have a concept of the discourse level. An utterance 

tr・anscribed witl1 this information has syntax, speech act, focus, neヽv/oldinformation etc. It is from a 

discourse representation that we are trying to synthesize FO contours, via the phonology. 

1.3 The Issues 

This report only concerns the intonational process between tile phonology and the FO contour. A con1I11on 

definition of tl1e task is to devise a mapping between the phonological notation and the FO contour. Here 

we extend tl1e scope of tl1e problem to include the design of tl1e phonological notation system too. Tlrns 

goal of tl1is part of tl1e work is to produce a description language which can describe any contour we come 

across, 皿 dto provide an algoritl1m which can produce a FO contour given this description. As we want 

our syntl1esis system to be as sinular to a humai1 voice as possible、wcwant our intonation component to 

be able to produce any fO contour a human can. 

Tl1e particular issues that are important include: 

• Pitch accent description. How many types of pitch accent are there? Are there a fixed number? 

What FO shapes do they have? 
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• How is downdrift to be modelled? (see section 9.3). Is it a property of phrases, pitch accents? Is 

the principle cause Downstep or declination? 

• How does t11e segmental content of由eutter狙1ccinteract with the FO contour? It is obvious that 

during unvoiced segments there is no FO, but it is also though tlrnt difference types of vowel、

consonants and syllables also affect FO shape. 

• How is pitch range to be controlled? 

• How does one "tune" t11e intonation module so as to nunuc a diff、erentspeaker's voice? 

• How does one test a system? 

2 The Approach 

2.1 Knowledge Based Approaches 

There are many general approaches to problems in speech synthesis, but a p紅 ticul頷 attitudecan be 

refetTed to as tl1e knowledge based approach. Maybe the classic example of this approach is t11e MITtalk 

system (Allen et al., 1987), principally developed by Denis Klatt at MIT. Unquestionably t11is system is 

of high quality at1d it is only more recently tliat other systems have caught up. In t11e phonetic component 

of MITtalk, Denis Klatt used his expert phonetic know ledge to hand craft a set of rnles t11at when used 

wit11 a formant synthesizer produced good quality speech. The problem witl1 this approach is that the 

metl1od wit11 which Klatt designed tl1ese rules is not explicitly defined but was rather the accumulation of 

his ye紅 sof experience. This is problematic in t11at if one desires to improve or expand the system, there 

is no well defined way of doing so. If we were told to make a model of a p紅 ticularspeaker's voice, we 

would not be much better off having MITtalk th皿 beginningfrom scratch. Even more difficult would be 

to adapt the system to a new language. Such a task could only be done by having a expert phonetician of 

Klatt's ability for tl1e new language. 

In intonation tl1is approach is often adopted. Many algoritl1ms giving sometimes good intonation 

exist, but it is not clear how one would improve t11e system to model a new intonational effect, a new 

speaker or adapt the system to a new language. Often these algorithms紅 eonly tested in very ad-hoc 

ways, either by using informal listening tests, or by using more conu・olled percept叫 evaluation.While 

perceptual evaluation is certainly useful, it is not a very powerfol testing paradigm, as listeners may 

say that a certain technique is either more or less natural, but it is difficult to pin point the source of 

the unnaturalness. Again, during development of a system, it is impractical to conduct formal listening 

experiments at every stage. 

2.2 Statistical Approaches 

The otl1er conm1on approach is the statistical approach, whereby an algorithm learns the mapping between 

some abstr・act description of tl1e intonation and the FO contour. Such approaches are attractive in that 

tl1e can be adapted to new data simply. It is also often easy to test these approaches and give figures 

for performance, which are very useful when comparing systems. However, if no constraints are used, a 

very large amount of tr・aining data may be required, and this defeats the goal of quick adaptation to new 

speakers and languages. Also, effects which are prevalent in the training data can swamp those which 

are less common, but which may be important in the language. 
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2.3 Synthesizing and Comparing to Real Data 

My approach can be viewed as a sort of hybrid approach between the knowledge based approach and the 

statistical approach. Data is used in the development, training and testing of the model. 

Using real data is a help in developing tl1e model, one does not have to rely on ad-hoc anecdotal 

evidence to design the intonation algorithms, one can easily try and test new ideas by looking data. 

Witl1 sufficient data and appropriate le狙11ingtechniques, it is possible to train the pm・ts of the model 

由atneed to be u・ained. Simulating tl1e intonational chru・acteristics of a particular speaker should only be 

a question of obtaining some labelled data from that speaker. 

The皿 alysis/re-syntl1esistechnique is a powerful testing paradigm for tl1is type of work. A database 

is used which has been labelled witl1由ediseourse and FO levels. Any algoritl1111 which purports to 

perform tl1is mapping can be tested by giving it tl1e discourse level as input and comparing its FO output 

witl1 tlrnt of the original. The perfect intonation module would be capable of mapping from tl1e discourse 

level to由eFO level with complete accuracy for any utterance. Note that using real data for testing is still 

valid regardless of whether tl1e syntl1esis algoritl1111s are statistical, rule-based or other. 

2.4 Designing New Levels 

Many new levels紅 eproposed in tl1e work presented here, and by using tl1e above paradigm, it has been 

possible to test how useful tl1ese levels紅 ein helping in tl1e overall problem. At tl1e discourse level, we 

can expect information such as syntax, speech act and focus information etc. to be present. Thus the 

design of the phonological level, or any otl1er level, is a compron廿sebetween describing a level that is 

producible from tl1e discourse information and one由atcan be interpreted to produce FO contours. In 

otl1er words a description system ti誼 tiseasy syntl1esize to, and one that is easy to syntl1esize介om.

One can argue that in the "real" model of intonation production, the mapping between phonology 

and acoustics is done in a single stage (Pie1Tehumbert, 1980), in practice, and especially in computer 

implementations, tl1e practice of splitting a lar・ger problem down into several smaller problems is an 

accepted metl1od of procedure. In tl1e intonation system described here, there are many levels used 

between tl1e highest and lowest levels. Working wiili tl1ese levels has made the overall problem easier to 

manage, but we ar・e not at the stage where we can say whetl1er these levels have any place in the "reality'' 

of intonation. 

Testing mappings is performed by taking labelled input from real utterances, passing tl1is tr・ough tl1e 

mapping and comparing tl1e output to tl1e what is labelled in the real utterances. In this way one can 

design and improve tl1e mappings. As tl1e output of one mapping is the input to tl1e next in the chain, it 

is possible to combine a series of mappings into a lar・ger one, and assess the overall performance in the 

same way. This metl10d of operation should become clearer with the specific examples shown. 

2.5 Data 

Many intonation experiments and theories use very carefully spoken utterances, elicited to produce a 

particular effect. I don't want to use this approach for several reasons. Firstly, the experimenter runs the 

risk of biasing tl1e experiment. Secondly, if one were to design a separate experiment/data set for every 

known e打ectin intonation, it would take for ever. Thirdly, we wru1t our system to be able to speak the 

way real people speak, and not according to how tt・aclitional linguistics tl1inks they should speak. 

All the experiments conducted here used natural data that was recorded for purposes of having a 

general database for speech recognition. This data comprised of acted conversations in the conference 

regisu・ation domain. This was tl1e test domain for tl1e ATR spoken machine translation system, and so 

was particularly suitable for tl1e ATR speech syntl1esizer. The data is not fully spont,meouふasthere are 
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no hesitations or re-starts, and because the speakers were told in advance what to say (but not how to say 

it). However, the data did contain a variety of types of speech act, intonational tunes, phrasing, focusing 

etc and tl1e utterances were from a number of American speakers. 

Altl1ough more spontaneous data is always a tougher test, I think this particular data set is ideal for 

speech synthesis purposes as it is fluent (we don't necessarily want stutters in out synthetic speech), but 

also natural and expressive. In short, this data is tl1e type of speech we would like our synthesizer of 

being able to produce in a machine u・anslation system. 

3 Summary of Previous Work 

Before conung to ATR, I had spent about 18 months working on皿 intonatfonmodel which is called the 

RFC model (Taylor, 1992). The tl1esis describes more tl1oroughlymany oftl1e issues concerned with mo-

delling intonation. Two new levels of intonational description were defined; tl1e RFC (rise/fall/ connection) 

level; and the HLCB (high/low/connection/bound紅 y)level. Tl1e mapping between the RFC level and 

tl1e FO contour was defu1ed using a set of equations and an automatic labelling system was devised which 

attempted to produce an RFC description given皿 FOcontour. Tl1e HLCB was a phonological description 

system, but only vague indications were given as to how to relate由isto tl1e RFC level. 

The work described here builds on the solid foundations of出eRFC system, but由eHLCB system 

has more or less been abandoned. The HLCB system suffered from出esame problems that all tl1e other 

phonological system suffer from, i.e. ai-bitrary reasons for it being like it is. I could give no evidence for 

why it was a good system, and tl1e ai・guments I put forth for it being better tlrnn, say, the PieITehumbert 

system were esoteric at best (altl10ugh maybe true). There was also出eproblem that I could not hand 

label witl1由eHLCB system witl1 much more reliability thlli1 when using ru1y other system. Furthermore, 

由edesign of the desired mapping between it皿 dtl1e RFC mapping was not proving easy. For these 

reason, this system was abandoned and work was channelled into designing a new phonological system 

st紅 tingfrom tl1e RFC level and working up. Designing a phonology from a purely bottom up perspective 

is maybe impossible and unwise as the phonology should be tl1e link between the discourse and FO level. 

So tl1e broader goal is really to work in both directions, from tl1e acoustics up and from the discourse 

level down, and in that way try to negotiate a new phonology and series of mappings. 

In contrast, tl1e RFC system has proved its worth. It had been designed using only Irish and Southern-

English utterances described in my thesis, and so there was some doubt as to whetl1er it would expand 

to different dialects. In experiments catTied out for my subnutted paper to Speech Con11nunication 

(reproduced in the appendix), it was actually tl1e case that tl1e RFC system worked better on tl1e American 

CMU data tlrnn on the original data. When the utterances were hand labelled and re-synthesized, the 

differences between the original and re-syntl1esizer versions were smaller for the CMU data than the 

data in my thesis. However it was seen tlrnt tl1e automatic RFC labeller, _could only achieve about 75% 

accuracy on this data, so it v、,as cleai・tlrnt much more work need to done in t11is area in the future. 

4 A Model based on Intonational Events 

T11e starting point for the new model is really just a re-phrasing of tl1e previous RFC model. The new 

model is called the event model. The starting point as described here, is a classification system for the low 

level aspects of intonation, is a basic low level phonetic way of describing FO contours. The "axioms" of 

the new model can be stated as follows. 

• Speech can be divided into linem・sequences of intonation contours which are delimited by silence. 

These contours can be viewed as "phonetic phrases" such that they need not necessarily be linked 
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to any syntactic or idealized prosodic su・ucture. 

• Each phonetic phrase has a single pitch range. T11is pitch range is effectivcly given by a single lD 

value which states at what FO value tl1e contour is to begin. 

• Witl廿nthese contours there exist in ton a ti on events. Events are tl1e real substai1ce of intonation, and 

each event is linked to a specific act by the speaker. Pitch accents are由emost important events in 

terms of出eirdiversity of classification, but the otl1er two con1n1only used events紅 equestion and 

continuation rises, and what cai1 be refe1Ted to as resets, which are the usually small rises observed 

at phrase beginnings. 

• Events紅 eassociated with syllables. Syllables may only be associated with one pitch accent, but 

sometimes ai1 accented syllable can be associated with a boundary event also. 

• All events have tl1e same basic shape, which is a rise+fall pattern in the RFC systen1. Each event 

has 5 numbers describing its shape: the rise and fall have an amplitude ai1d a duration, and an 

additional number, peak position describes tl1e position of tlle rise/fall bound紅 y(tl記 "nliddlc"of 

由eevent) from tl1e st紅 tof the vowel of出eassociated syllable. 

• Between every event tl1ere is a connection element, which is a stt・aight line of v狙・irtblegradient. 

The connection elements can be tl1oughtof as "white space" between the events; not very important 

in tl1emselves, but necessai-y to complete tl1e FO contour. Sometimes events me very close together 

and in these cases the duration of tlle connection element is 0. 

The most unusual aspect of tl廿smodel is由eimpression tl1at there is only one type of intonational 

phenomena. This is not really tl1e intention, rather tl1e model makes itcleai-tl1at all intonational phenomena 

can be described using tl1e same formal language. The differences in tl1e 5 numerical pai・anieters needed 

to specify tl1e events distinguish the various types of pitch accent from one皿 otl1erand boundary rises 

etc. 

It is possible (and very common) for eitl1er the rise or fall part of tl1e event to be zero, such tl1at the 

event only appeai・s as a rise or a fall. In tl1e analysed data, tl1ere is about a 3 way split between events 

which have only rise, tl1ose which have only falls and tl1ose which have botl1. 

In由eAmerican data, tl1ere were many small rise-only elements which were not specifically linked to 

stt・essed syllables. T11ese often se1-ved to raise tl1e intonation at the start of a phrase, or raise由eintonation 

at tl1e st紅 tof a compound noun construction (which would usually later end in a fall-only accent). This 

later type of event, in conjunction witl1 a subsequent fall-only event, is sinular to tl1e "flat-hat''accents of 

the Dutch school of intonation (t'Hart and Cohen, 1973). One n1ight tl1en propose tlrnt the rise event, the 

fall event and tl1e inte1-vening connection element are really ct single event. Tl1is is certainly a possibility, 

but tl1is proposal was not accepted as there seemed to be no restt・iction on how fai・before tl1c fall event 

the rise event could occur. Furthermore, as tl1e rise event becomes earlier it seems to become less like 

由erise part of a flat-hat and more like an unrelated reset. However, tl1is issue maybe isn't so much of 

a problem as we know tlrntformally the FO has been described accurately, and maybe a forther higher 

level phenomena would map a single phonological flat-hat to two separate events. This issue obviously 

dese1ves more investigation, but as far as I can see, this has not been a serious problem for the synthesizer 

so far. 

Anotl1er, much more radical proposal is tl1at there is no basic division between High and Low accents 

(H* ai1d L * in the Pien-elrnmbert system). The proposal here is that tl1ere is only really one type of 

pitch accent, which is very sinular to the types of H* accent. L*+H accents were conu・oversial in the 

PieITehumbert theory anyway, with many (eg. (Ladd, 1983)) thinking tl1ey were really H* type accents. 

Often, what are refetTed to as L* accents have no observable effect on the FO contour near the accented 
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Figure 1: An utterance's FO contour and an event based analysis. 
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syllable. They are classed as L* as there is tl1e perception of a nuclear syllable be present, and because 

the contour rises at the end of tl1e phrase. In the event model, this type of accent is ignored, at least at 

the phonetic level. The explanation is that there is an underlying stress structure to the utterance which 

provides a framework in which intonational events operate. Nuclear stress is signaled just as much by 

the stress structure as by FO movements, and tlms t11is type of L* is really a nuclear syllable wit11 no pitch 

movemcnt and a subsequently rising contour. 冗 emost controversial proposal is that concerning tl1e 

H+L* type of accents, which were described as L [+皿tecedentfall] in t11e HLCB system. As menUoned 

in my tl1esis, these accents appe紅 phoneticallyvery sinlil紅 todownstepped H* accents. From analysis of 

the American data, there doesn't seem to be any noticeable difference here, eit11er in phonetic behaviour 

or meaning. The only thing which distinguishes t11e1n is that after t11e L * type, t11e contour rises. I 

therefore propose t11at tl1ese types be_ combined and that t11e job of signalling a L* accent falls to the 

connection element following the event. 

4.1 From RFC to Event 

The event system described above was termed tl1e numerical-RFC level, as events m-e specified numeri-

cally (as opposed to by features) and ai・e in由eRFC-space (as opposed to the tilt space (see below)). 

A simple program was written tl1at could take an RFC description of tl1e contour, a description 

containing syllables and durations and event locations, a11d produce a list of syllables which had events 

and tl1eir parameters m紅 ked.

The overall goal as stated e紅 lieris to provide a mapping between the discourse level and the event 

level. In ti社stask, tl1e event based description of intonation is useful for a number of reasons. 

• It provides a explicit formal way of describing intonation on a low level. 

• Events m・e representative of underlying phonological events such that tl1ere is a simple relationship 

(usually one-to-one) between tl1e events on tl1e numerical-RFC level皿 dthe phonological level. 

• FO contours are continuous plots of fundamental frequency against time, whereas descriptions on 

tl1e discourse and phonological level are usually considered to be discrete. The numerical-RFC 

event level has discrete units in a sin1il紅 wayto the phonological level, witl1 the continuous 

parameters representing由ev狙・iabilitybetween types of event. 

• Events紅edescribed with respectto syllables, which is the standard way of describing pitch accents. 

Boundm-y and continuation rises are usually tl1ought of as being associated with phrase boundaries, 

but associating tl1em wi出 phrase-finalsyllables should be clear. Associating reset events witl1 

syllables is maybe more questionable as I haven't really found any criteria for where tl1ey should 

be placed. By describing events with respect to syllables instead of segments or in isolation (as 

with the original RFC descriptions), we have made a much stronger link to the phonological level 

tl1an would o出erwisebe. 

4.2 Extending the Numerical-RFC Event Level 

It is possible to syntl1esize FO contours from tl1e numerical-RFC event level with tl1e same accuracy as 

from tl1e old RFC level 1. In the syntl1esis evaluation tests, it was shown that the FO contours syntl1esized 

from hand-labelled RFC descriptions of utterances, were on average 4Hz different from tl1e original FO 

contours of tl1ose utterances. The importance of such results is discussed in the Speech Conmmnication 

paper in the appendix, but it is enough to say here that tl1is indicates a very high level of syntl1esis ability. 

1 Accuracy figures for tl1is are given ir1 tl1e appendix. 
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Using events instead of the simple RFC descriptions brings the classification language of the pitch 

contours closer to t11e higher level descriptions, ai1d tlrns it should be easier to generate event descriptions 

than origi叫 RFCdescriptions. 

However, the numerical event level is non-ideal. Firstly, tl1ere is the question of redundancy. Is 

it really neccssai・y for events to have 5 parameters? (rise amplitude, rise duration, fall amplitude, fall 

duration and peak position). And do tl1ese 5 parameters represent tl1e linguistic variation among events 

naturally? Obviously, the fewer p紅 ameterswe have to generate from, tl1e easier t1誼 tgeneration will be, 

and furtl1errnore, tl1e more appropriate these parameters are to higher level descriptions the easier the 

generation will be. 

A basic assumption is t11at information in山ehigher levels of the intonation system has less redundancy 
than that on lower levels. Tims it is much easier to predict an FO value given the previous 5 values, than to 

predict what form a pitch accent will take given the previous 5 pitch accents. Tl社sisa standard assumption 

in phonology, where the lexicon is assumed to contain high-information content specifications, which 

紅 eturned into more redundant smface forms during speech production. We don't yet know what 

our phonological description will look like, and so we don't know how to optimally change the RFC 

parameters so as to best represent由islevel. However, we can use tl1e concept of redund皿 cyto help us, 

as we know that a redundancy reducing mechanism should be a step in tl1e right direction. 

Redundancy can be assessed by measuring the co11'elation between the p紅 ameters.If we found for 

instai1ce, that rise amplitude was proportional to rise duration, we could code these values in a single 

variable, and thus reduce t11e number of p紅 ameterfrom 5 to 4. 

Two methods were u・ied in order to reduce the redundancy and produce events witl1 fewer parameters. 

5 Principle Component Analysis 

Principle Component Analysis is a standard technique for finding tl1e optjmal independent axes of 

description for a series of obse1-vations. In our case, we have 5 dimensions cotTesponding to the 5 

numerical-RFC p紅 ameters,and we would like fewer, say 4. 

Principle component analysis finds a new coordinate system for tl1e data, such tlrnt the fu-st axis has 

maximal vari狙1ce,and出efiftl1 axis has n1.inimal v紅 iance,and, tliat all tl1e new axes紅 eorthogonal. Thus 

it maps tl1e original data into a new space where tl1e axes vai・y independently. It is simple to perform the 

inverse mapping and u・ansfonn an obse1-vation in tl1e new space back into tl1e original space. 

The usefulness of principle component analysis lies in tl1e fact tliat tl1e axes are now independent and 

ranked in order of variance. To reduce tl1e number of v狙fablesto 4, one just ignores tl1e variable witl1 

由esmallest variance. Obviously, tl1ere is still some information being encoded in tl1is v紅 iable,so it is 

useful to see how bad皿 etToris incmTed by having由isreduction. To assess tl1e e1rnr, tl1e mapping of 

由eoriginal matrix is performed, tl1e values in the smallest vai・ying variable are set to zero, and the inverse 

mapping is perforn1ed. Tl1e resultant matrix is tl1en comp紅 edwitl1 tl1e original using a comparison 

criteria. As mentioned previously, tl1e choice and design of a comp紅 isoncriteria is a non-u・ivial problem. 

The numerical-RFC event level has 5 parameters, 2 of which are measured in Hertz and 3 of which are 

measured in 111.illi-seconds. Tl1ey all have different means and v紅 iances皿 dso it would seem practical 

to normalise these variables before compai・ison. Simple statistical normalisation makes each v,u・iable 

equally important, but tl1is may still not be ideal as we don't know if tl1ey really are equally important 

from a perceptual point of view. No effort has yet been made to produce a more sophisticated comparison 

criteria beyond normalisation, but this・area is obviously a suitable topic for further work. The e1rnr 

criteria that was used gave a score of the absolute distw1ce between each variable in tl1e original data to 

each variable in tl1e reconst.11.1cted data. By measuring tl1is over all observations it was possible to obtain 

a score for the general accuracy of this application of the principle component technique. 
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To give an impression of the maximum etTor、aspecial matrix was constructed that had O values for 

all variables for all observations. T11e differences between each recons廿uctedvariable and the original 

were divided by tl1e maximum error for that variable and multiplied by 100 to give a percentage score for 

each variable. By averaging the five percentage scores, a single score for that technique was found. The 

results are given in table 6. 

5.1 Problems with Principle Component Analysis 

There are a number of advantages皿 ddisadvantages to using principle component analysis. It is 

advantageous because the technique is well defined and matl1ematically gu紅 anteedto give an optimal 

solution. Also it need no knowledge of the what tl1e axes actually represent.However, there are also 

significant disadvantages. Firstly, tl1e technique is heavily dependent on the data used. It would be 

exti・emely unlikely tlrnt a principle component analysis of a different data set would produce the same 

mapping matrix. More importantly, the new space tlrnt is mapped into, would be different for different 

datasets, i.e. different speakers. One would hope as we move from tl1e acoustics to the phonology tl1at 

the descriptions would become less not more dependent on a speaker's ch紅 acteristics.Finally, tl1e powcr 

of tl1e mathematics in standard principle component analysis is lin血tedto fast order operations, i.e. the 

values in the new space are calculated by a mati・ix multiplication of tl1e mapping mati・ix on tl1e values in 

the old space. It is possible that more powe1ful mathematical techniques could produce better results. 

6 Tilt Theory 

A "knowledge-based" alternative to tl1e principle component analysis was designed and proved of su薗

cient worth to be adopted in the synthesizer. The knowledge was based on a few inforn1al observations 

concerning this data and others. 

• In the numerical-RFC level, t11ere紅 etwo v狙・iablesrepresenting amplitude. In many rise-fall 

events, it seems as if the sizes of t11e rise皿 dfall are su・ongly conelated. Tims it natural to code 

these two values wit11 a single variable. 

• The above observation is also trne of duration. 

• The seems to be a natural way of classifying tl1e "orientation" of events, ranging from rise-only, to 

rise-fall events, to fall only. 

The numerical-tilt level is thus comprised of amplitude which is t11e sum of tl1e absolute amplitudes 

o「therise and fall component; duration ,vhich is tl1e sum of由eduration of t11e rise and fall component; 

peak position which remains as before; and tilt which is a measure of tl1e orientation of the event. 

T11e first t11ree variables are straightforward enough, but it is the concept of tilt which deserves the 

most discussion. Much investigation was c狙Tiedout in specifying exactly how to describe tJ1is. It was 

decided that it would be desirable to have tilt have dimensionless normalised values. For example tilt 

could bc derived from rise and fall amplitude alone, and described as tl1e difference of the two amplitudes 

divided by the sum. The basic tilt equation is given in 1 or more generally as in 2. 

Wt= JAr;.,I-IAJa/1 I 
IAr;.,l+JA/a/1 I 

ti/t = Adi/ /crcncc 

A,.,,,, 
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Method n． sc amp rise dur fall amp ぬIIclur peak total 

Prine. Comp 43.0 2.3 0.4 0.0 0.1 9.2 

Normal Prine. Comp 23.9 3.5 22.3 1.2 0.6 10.3 

Linear Tilt 10.0 5.0 7.0 4.0 0.0 5.2 

Log Tilt 12.0 6.0 3.0 2.0 0.0 4.6 

Table I: Results in Percentage Error fi'om Principle Component and万ltAnalysis. The first row gives 

the percentage errors for standard principle component analysis. The second row gives the results when 

the input is normalised bqfore analysis. The third row is the simple tilt scheme and the last row is the tilt 

scheme where the amplitudes have log instead qf linear values. 

A sum = A,・ise + I A J all I (3) 

Adi// = A,-i,e -IAJalll (4) 

Rise-only events have a tilt of+ 1, rise-fall events with equal rise and fall amplitudes have a tilt of 0, 

and fall-only events have a tiltof-1. 

The inverse mapping requires the production of rise and fall amplitudes from tl1e new amplitude and 

tilt values-. 

A,,.m(l+tilt) 
A,・ise = 2 (5) 

A/all = A,., ... (1-tilt) 2 
(6) 

Tilt can also be calculated for duration using formula 1 but substituting duration for amplitude. It 

should be clc紅 thatwitl1 the 5 values of amplitude, duration, peak position, amplitude tilt and duration 

tilt, it is possible to map from the RFC space to tl1e tjlt space and back witl1 no en-or. The real usefulness 

of tl1e tilt system lies in tl1e very string coITelation between tl1e amplitude and duration tilt, which allows 

tllese to be combined into a single quantity. 

Figure 2 shows tl1e 4 tilt v狙fablesand shows 5 events witl1 different tilt values. Figure 3 shows 

amplitude tilt plotted against duration tilt for 190 events from speaker MAEM. A significant number of 

points are at (1,1) and (-1,-1) which coITespond to rise-only and fall-only events respectively. It is clear 

that there is a su・ong positive tr・end in the data, 狙1dtlrn t tl1ere紅 eno bad outliers to tl1is u・end. Figure 4 

shows tilt values calculated for log amplitude against tl1e same duration tilt values as before. Here the 

data is even more ordered. It would be possible to try many different ways of scaling tlle tilt variables so 

that the correlatfon increased, bu there the log amplitude/line紅 durationcombination was used. Altl1ough 

it would obviously be desirable to investigate tlle relationship between amplitude and duration tilt more 

closely, it was clear that the chosen technique was very successfol and so tl1erefore work was directed at 

building upon the tilt level rather than perfecting it. 

Table 6 shows the individual and combined e1rnrs of the principle component and tilt tl1eory analysis. 

It is clear that the tilt system works at least as well as tl1e principle component analysis. Witl1 more 

data pre-processing it may be possible to improve the principle component scores. An interesting point 

concerning the tilt eITors is that tl1ey are more evenly spread tlrnn tl1e principle component analysis which 

tends to concentrate the errors in the rise amplitude or duration. 

2Fall amplitudes arc nomially represented with negative values, and it is import皿 ttl1erefore to make sure tl1is is accounted 
for when calculating tilt. It is possible山ata more elegain fom1ulation tliat explicitly modelsリ1ismiglll be better. 
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Figure 5: Distribution~f tilt.for 190 events介omspeaker MAEM. There is a clear tri-modal distribution 

here. 

However, tl1e main advantage tl1e tilt system has over tl1e PCA is that tl1e mapping and new space are 

speaker independent in tl1at the same equations and the same v紅 iablesex.ist for all speakers. Also, the 

variables in tilt space are easily interpretable unlike the principle component variables. 
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Features 

A lot of variance is seen when the clistt・ibutions of the tilt parameters for a speaker are plotted. For 

190 events from speaker MAEM, figure 5 shows the distributjon of tilt, figure 6 shows the distribution 

of amplitude, figure 7 shows the distribution of duration, and figure 8 shows the distribution of peak 

positions. Why is this variance present? The variance can arise from two factors, the phonology or fi:om 

the mapping which converts t11is phonology into a tilt description. How the phonological and phonetic 

factors give rise to the variance will now be discussed. 

In the simplest case, one could produce a one to one mapping between each event on the tilt level and 

each event on the new phonological level. Tl1is would be done by proposing a mapping such that a tilt 

value of so-and-so combined wit11 a particu1紅 peakposition would map to a discrete accent type. There 

are a number of factors that prevent such a mapping being plausible. 

20 
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Figure 8: Distribution of peak position for 190 events介on1speaker MAEM. 
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Tl1e values in a tilt description四 enot speaker independent. At tl1c very least, one would expect 

speakers to have different pitch ra11ges, especially if tl1ey are a different sex. Also, we have so far assumed 

a sort of "context-free" system, whereby events are not influenced by neighboring events. It is evident 

from tl1e data Md supported in tl1e literature that tl廿sisnot tl1e case and that events will be effected by a 

number of factors. The following factors紅 e由oughtto effect tl1e behaviour of events. 

• Phonetic effect of otl1er events. Sometimes two events occur such that they overlap and when tl1ey 
do, both events紅 eaffected. I山inktl1e basic pattern is tl1at the resultant two events are the "greater 

o「'oftl1e two underlying events, i.e., tl1e amplitude, duration a11d peak position of tl1e originals 

remain unchanged, but only tl1e tilt changes. 

• Phonological effect of other events. Tl1e well known su・ess shifting phenomena is relevant here, 
whereby su・ess if shifted from a syllable to a neighboring syllable so as to avoid a su・ess clash (two 

neighboring su・essed syllables). Tims tl1e events don't change in themselves, but the surface event 

is associated to a different syllable ilian the underlying su・essed syllable. T11is happens a number 

of times in the data, for instance wi出由eword "hotel" where the stress often occurs on the fast 

syllable. 

• Phrasal effects on position. It is somewhat obvious tlrnt events must occur witl1in phrases, and it 
appe紅 stlrnt events at出ebeginning of phrases紅 emoved to the right and those at phrase ends are 

moved to tl1e left, tlms ensuring in botl1 cases tl1at tl1e event occurs witl1in the phrase. 

• Phrasal effect on amplitude. It is often stated that tl1e widtl1 of the pitch register narrows as a phrase 

progress, which would suggest that events at tl1e end of phrases would have smaller amplitudes 

tl1at those at tl1e beginning. 

• Segmental and syllable stlucture. It is also often stated that the types of segments which make up 

tl1e event syllable will affect由eshape皿 dtiming of tl1e event. 

Thus it is unlikely tlrnt由ephonological description of an event can be derived without taking tl1e 

above mentioned effects into account. T11e question is, how best to proceed? 

The normal formulation of由isproblem would be sometl1ing like: A discrete phonological specifi-

cation for a phrase is passed tlu-ough a phonetic realisation module which produces a surface phonetic 

description. The phonetic realisation module deals witl1 tl1e tl1e above mentioned effects. 

In a indirect way, all the phonetic realisation factors are present and known. i.e. it is possible to 

describe an event, its neighbouring events, tl1e syllable it is associated with, the phrasing situation etc, as 

all these factors are present in tl1e tilt-event description of an utterance. If the underlying phonological 

specification for each event were known, then one could construct a mapping that took the phonological 

description as input, modified it according to tl1e phonetic realisation principles, and produced an tilt event 

level description as output. T11is is more or less the way u・aditional phonological grammars such as SPE 

(Chomsky Md Halle, 1968) work. But, unless we arbitr紅 ilyadopt one of the discredited intonational 

notation systems described in tl1e inu・oduction, we don't know what tl1e phonological specification for 

an utterance is (even if we did adopt one of tl1ese schemes, we still have thc problem of knowing what 

description pai.・ticular utterance should have). In fact our problem is remm-kably similar to the initial 

problem of SPE. In that work Chomsky and Halle have many examples or surface level forms of words 

(from a diction紅 y)but did not know a priori what the underlying form was. Thus they had to deduce the 

underlying phonological description and the process of mapping between this underling description and 

the surface forn1. 

Imagine tl1e case where tl1e phonetic realisation component makes trivial modificatjons to the under-

lying description, such tl1at the surface and underlying levels can be considered equivalent. The variation 
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Figure 9: The analogy between standard and intonational phonetic realisation in the tilt system. 
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in the four tilt variables for pitch accent events would be purely a property of tl1e differences between 

phonological pitch accent classes. It might then be the case that tl1e events would naturally cluster into the 

phonological classes. (Say there were 6 pitch accent classes, then in the four dimensional space mapped 

out by tl1e tilt variables, there would be 6 clusters formed by由epitch accent events in our data, one for 

each pitch accent class). It is frequently noted in tr・aditional phonology that two underlying forms can 

give rise to the same surface form, thus making it impossible to study the surface form and deduce the 

underlying form. This may indeed happen in tl1e intonation case, but tl1e effect must be lin1ited somehow 

as it is the case that listeners need to be able to deduce tl1e underlying forms from tl1e surface forms, and 

if too much ambiguity exists, then this will be impossible. 11rns tl1ere are two possibilities, complete 

scp紅 ationof classes based on tilt variables, or p紅 tialoverlap lin1ited by tl1e need to disambiguate. (111e 

disambiguation of pitch accents, boundary rises and resets does not appear to be a problem: pitch accents 

always have a fall, boundary rises only occur phrase-finally, and resets紅 etl1e remaining isolated rises.) 

Also of great significance, is tl1e debate about whetl1e1・underlying pitch accent specificatjon can 

really be described in purely discrete terms. Pie1Tehumbert, for example, has always maintained that 

pitch accent pronlinence is a "para-linguistic" effect, which has tl1e implication tliat pronlinence can only 

be defined in scal紅 terms.Thus, a priori we don't know how much of tl1e underlying description is 

discrete and how much is scalar, witl1 either of tl1e two ex廿emes(totally discrete or totally scalar) being 

possibilities. In the case of a underlying scal紅 v狙・iable(which may or may not be p狙・allelto one of the 

tilt dimensions) we could still derive tl1is from tl1e shape events formed in tl1e underlying tilt space. 

The basic model is therefore tlrnt underlying phonological accents紅especified in terms of a fixed set 

of discrete classes each of which has a set value for each tilt value. Scalat・values may also exist which 

control one or more of the tilt dimensions. 111is is由enfed into tl1e phonetic realisation module which 

modifies the values of the four tilt v紅 iablesaccording to tl1e factors listed above. 111e resultant surface 

events then show all the variance and continuity obse1-ved in our data. 

Given this situation, there are two possible pa由s.The first, most probable approach, would be to 

design a reversible phonetic realisation module tlrnt could take tl1e events in our data and derive the 

underlying forms. Experiments showing how event vai・iables v紅 ywitl1 respect to syllable strncture, 

phrasal position etc, would help in the design of由ismodule. 111e second approach is too assume that 

the phonetic realisation module doesn't actually make tl1at much difference, and tlrnt the surface and 

underlying forms at"e in fact quite similar. In tlrnt case we could inm1ediately attempt a partitioning of 

the four dimensional tilt space into phonological classes. 

The latter approach was the only one yet attempted. I tr・ied tl1is approach fast, because it would be 

simpler to ca1Ty out, even though I was fairly sure tlrnt tl1e phonetic realisation module is not trivial. As it 

turned out, I think tl1e恥 tapproach is the conect one, but taking tl1e second approach was still of benefit. 

7.1 Labelling Features 

My paper presented for the prosody workshop in Lund (Taylor, 1993) discussed a framework for describing 

and realising pitch accent features. This framework was originally devise::d for use with the old HLCB 

intonation module. In that system, each element (H, L etc) had a default value for each variable on the 

numcrical-RFC event level. A set of features were tl1en defined which, when present for a particular 

accent, modified the default de伽 ition.

This feature system was very powerful, in that a feature could multiply, divided, add, subw1ct or 

reset any value in tl1e element definition. Thus tl1e order in which the features were applied could make 

a difference. This system did not allow for scalar quantities. 

This system was amended for use with the tilt event level. Two major changes were that scalar 

"features''werc allowed, and that the binary features were restt・icted in tl1eir power such that fcaturc order 

wasn't important. There is of course nothing to say that the phonological system of English intonation is 
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feature based, but it should be clear tl1at any discrete system cm1 be reduced to a binary feature model if 

some of tJ1e feature combinations are disallowed. (e.g. PieITehumbert's system can be reduced to a set 

of features such as'•single/two tones", "high/low first tone", "higllllow second tone" "fll'st/seeond tone 
staffed''. The sixteen possible combinations quickly reduce to the pernlitted six, when it turns out ma11y 

ai・e the same ai1d when one disallows the first and second tone being tl1e same.) 

As we have no independent way of specifying what tl1e underlying description for an event should 

be, an automatic labe1ling system was developed. This system worked on normalised tilt vai-iables. 

Normalisation simply involves mapping the each event in the data from Hertz and nlillisecond dimensions 

into z-scores. Z-scores are calculated by subti・aeting tl1e me皿 ofa vai・iable and dividing by tl1e stand紅 d

deviation. The means and stand紅 ddeviations of each v紅 iablewere found from using all the labelled 

events from each speaker separately. 

A set of features are then proposed皿 dclassified as being sealar or bin紅 y.The way each tilt v紅 iable

is affeeted by each feature is defined. In all tl1e experiments here, tl1e bin紅 yfeatures were simply defined 

as doing nothing to a tilt variable, or adding a score of+ 1 or -1 to a tilt vai・iable. Seal紅 featurestake 

a z-score value in the underlying description, and modify tl1e event according to a factor given in tl1e 

feature definition. For example, a scalai・"amplitude" feature was used whereby it modified tl1e z-seore 

of the amplitude of the event by tl1e same value as由eunderlying event was speeified for, and modified 

the z-score of the duratjon by half as mueh. 

111e automatic labeller labels each event in由eutter皿 cein tum by a皿 alysisby synthesis metl1od. 

First off all, tl1e default values cotTesponding to the four mean tilt values for tliat speaker紅 eused to 

de11ned the "test''event. Next the scalar values紅 eassigned to tl1is test event. 11社sis done by measuring 

the values in the original event由atai-e affected by each scal紅 feature.111e test tilt event is tl1en modified 

血 tthe variables spec.ified in the feature description have由esame values as the v狙・iablesof由eoriginal. 

Next, all combinations of features are applied to tl1e test event, and each time the test event is compared 

to the original. The combination of features which gives the highest similarity score is chosen. 

7.2 Which Features? 

What features should we use? Tl1e number of possibilities is vast皿 dso it will be impractical to test 

every one. It should be obvious tlrnt tl1e more features one allows, 由emore accurate tl1e system will 

be able to model FO contours. And the more features one allows, the more verbose the feature-based 

event descriptions will become. In血 caseof scahu・features, it should be clear由atfour are enough to 

accurately model the data withoute1TOr (i.e. one scalar feature for each tilt variable). And it should also 

be clear that even a single scalar feature is very powerful. 

The ideal situation would be to have a small number of features, wi由 asfew as possible being scalar, 

and for these features to be representative of the phonological structure of tl1e language. 

Many feature combinations ai・e possible, and table 7 .2 shows figures for 10 different feature com-

binations, ranging from all features being scalar to no features being present at all. The effect of tl1e 

features on the tilt variables is shown in tables 7.2 and 7.2. The scores shown are between tl1e feature 

level contours and thc tilt levcl contours, tl1e ctTor between tl1e tilt level and the RFC level is unchanged 

from table 7 .2. 

The general pattcrn is as one might expect with accuracy coinciding with descriptive power of the 

features. Again, many other feature combinations arc possible, but these results are usefol for showing 

the basic operation or the system. 

As stated before, one criteria for choosing features is to look at tl1e disu・ibutions of obse1-vations in 

the tilt space. Set C is the set of features cutTebtly used in tl1e synthesizer. 

It is clear that in figure 5, there is a clc紅 u・i-modaldisu・ibution in tilt. This pattern was also observed 

for the other speakers in the data. Tl冗 valuesof -1 c01Tespond to the fall-only events, such as tJ冗 "low・・
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Event to be Iabcllccl 

amp= 52Hz, 

duration= 217 ms 

tilt= -0.12 

peak position = 56 

恥 faultEvent Values 

amp= 38 Hz 

duration= 250 ms 

tilt= 0 

peak position= 20 ms 

二> Apply default values 

Apply all scalar values 

Feature Set 

Rise (binary): tilt+= 1 

Fall (binary): tilt+= -1 

amp (scalar): amp *= 1 

Apply Features 

Record difference 

between synthetic and 

original event 
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↓
 

↓
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combinations 
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All 

Combinations 
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＞
 Synthetic event which matches 
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E amp= +0.3 

+late, -rise, -fall 

Figure 10: The diagram on the !~ft shows 3 parameters in tilt space. The diagram on the l~ft shows 5 

events.for cli;[ferent values~ 「tiIt. 
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Feature name Affecting tilt variable with value 

rise tilt + 1 

fall ti] t -I 

late tilt + l 

early tilt -I 

big tilt + l 

small tilt -I 

amp amp seal紅

dur dur scalar 

peak pos peak pas seal紅

tilt tilt scalar 

Table 2: Event Features and their values 

Feature name Affecting tilt variable with value 

rise amp + l 

fall amp -1 

amp amp seal紅

Table 3: Connection Features and their values 

Experiment Event binary features Event scalar features connection error 

A amp, dur, tilt, peak pos scalar 3.3 

B rise, fall amp, dur、peakpos rise, fall 5.3 

C rise, fall, early, late amp rise, fall 7.6 

D rise, fall, big, small, early, late scalar 8.8 

E rise, fall, big, small, early, late rise, fall 9.7 

F rise, fall, big, small scalar・ 13.6 

G rise, fall, big, small rise, fall 13.7 

H big, small scalar 17.0 

I big, small rise, fall 21.0 

J 26.2 

Table 4: Accuracy~(synthesis.for different.fen lure sets.for one speaker (MAEM). 
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Speaker feature→ RPC feature→ tilt ti It→ RFC 

FALZ 16.0 I 3.4 5.25 

FJMT 18.3 15.5 4.8 

MAEM 11.1 8.5 4.8 

MMAG 13.l 8.3 7 .1 

Table 5: Accuracy of synthesis.for.four American speakers. The second column gives the average absolute 

distance between the synthesized contour and the contour generated./う・omthe hand-labelled numerical 

RFC level. The third column gives the distance between the contour generated,f,mn thefeature level and 

the contour generatedfimn the tilt level. The fourth column gives the error between the tilt-generated 

contour and the RFC-generated contow: 

pitch accents and downstcpped accent<;. T11e values clustered in tl1e centre represent tl1e "normal" rise-fall 

pitch accents, and tl1e values at+ 1 cotTcspond to tl1e rise-only events, such as the resets and the boundary 

rises. From tllis graph it scems justified to have a three way split in the feature description. The features 

rise and fall were proposed, witl1 rise setting tl1e the tilt value to+ 1, and fall setting it to -1. Thus +rise, 

+fall is tl1e same as -rise,-fall, giving a total of tl1ree classes. 

Amplitudc is the strongest c01Telate of perceived prominence. As it is con1111on to think of this as 

being a scalar quantity, and as tl1e distribution does not show any n-modal distributions, amplitude was 

contt・olled in a scalar way. 

The two remaining tilt vm-iables, duration and peak position do not show皿 yseparation in tl1eir 

distribution either. However, it would be giving too much power to the featurc description to allow tl1ese 

to be modelled in a scalar fashion also. T11erefore two fcaturcs were used for peak position in much the 

same way as the values were used for tilt. Early sets the zscore to -1, 皿 d/are sets it to+ I. Early is often 

marked in downstepped accents, and late is often found during rise-only events. 

The c01Telation between duration and amplitude is higher tl1an between duration and either tilt or 

peak position. Altl1ough a fixed-gradient system can not be truly advocated, for purposes of experiment, 

duration was matched to the amplitude scalar feature, such that an increase in amplitude produced a 

c01Tesponding increase in duration. 

Connections also show variation, and the features rise and fall were used to allow another 3 way 

division of the space. 

Using these features, tlie automatic labeller labelled all the utterances for the 4 test speakers. 

7.3 Discussion of Feature System 

The feature labelling and synthesis system can a叫 yseand synthesize contours with acceptable accuracy. 

The most used feature combination produced accuracies of between 11.1 and 18.3 Hz average distance 

between contours synthesized from the feature level and contours s四thcsizedfrom tl1e RFC level. 

Informal listening tests show tlrnt the feature-syntl1csized contours do sound very similar (but not identical) 

to the RFC-synthesized contours. Although improvement is still obviously possible. this amount of 

accuracy is acceptable for the intonation component of a speech synthesis system. 

Although achieving high synthesis accuracy, the feature-based s ystcrn as it now stands su ffcrs badly 

from the arbiti・ary nature of the features themselves. The basic problem is that a wide variety of different 

feature sets could have the same accuracy. Although this is not a problem for gencrating FO contours, it 

implies that the choice of feature system is somewhat arbitrary and that a higher level module aiming to 

generate tl1e feature descriptions may have dif什culty.In other words we have no reason to believe that 

the feature system is linguistically meaningful or relevant. 

This is not really a su11Jrise since a purely bottom up analysis forces this type o「result.However, 
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tl1e construction of the feature based system was a useful experiment as it showed that a small number o「

features arc powerfol enough to synthesize intonation. 

8 The Synthesis Algorithm 

The synthesis algorithm itself is shown in figure 11. The input to the system is a list of phrases, where 

each phrases contains a list of syllables. Each syllable has a list of phonemes, 皿 deach phoneme has an 

identifier and a duration. Attached to each syllable may be one or more events. Between each event is a 

connection. T11e events are labelled with the feature descriptions as defined in the feature set nmently in 

use. The feature description for utterance C12.02 from speaker MMAG is shown below. 

(Utterance (Syllable (space tilt) (format feature) (dimen z)) 

(:C ((Start 0.750000)) 

((hh 60) (eh 65) ((C (E fall (amp -0.19) 

((1 33) (ow 207) ((C ）） 

(:C ((Start -0.100000)) 

） 

）） 

((dh 27) (ih 56) ((C) (E (amp -0 . 10) ） ）） 

((s 75) (ih 5 6) (z 44) ((C fall) ）） 

((dh 42) (ax 36) （）） 

((k 95) (aa 129) (n 44) ((E fa 11 (amp -0 . 14) ） ）） 

((f 77) (r 3 6) (en 57) ((C) ）） 

((s 77) (ao 156) ()) 

((f 83) (eh 105) (s 203) （）） 

All scalar quantities are in z-scorcs. The following steps are performed. 

1. Each event's features紅 clooked up in t11e feature de伽 itionstable. Scalar features are applied fast脅

and then binary features. 

2. The events are mapped out of z space by using t11e speaker characteristics table. Each eventゞ

parameters are multiplied by the standard deviation and the mean is added. 

3. Events arc mapped from tilt spaee into RFC spaee by using the equations give in section 6. 

4. The rises, falls and connections are mapped into FO contours by t11e standard RFC equations. 

9 Discussion 

9.1 Summary of Main Findings 

There were three main developments in the work reported here. Firstly it was shown how intonation 

could be described as a chain of phrases comprised of alternating sequences of events and connections. 

It was shown that a single formal specification could account for all intonational events. Secondly, the 

tilt system was introduced which transformed events in the RFC space to the tilt space. In doing so, the 
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ー→ [ Feature Event Level l E +fall, +early, amp=.16 

Discourse Level 

↓ 
Apply jとaturedefinitions 

to each event 

t 
Normalised Tilt E 0.16 0.16 -0.7 -1 
Event Level 

t 
Use speaker characteristics 

t 
［ Tilt Event Level l E 47 213 -84 -1 

↓ 
inverse tilt mapping 

FO contour 
↓ 

<----[ l RFC event Level EO 

゜
47 213 -84 

Figure 11: Flow chart l! 「synthesisalgorithm. 
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Variable Mean S.D. 

amplitude 46 32 

duration 316 161 

tilt 0.0 0.78 

peak position -74 261 

phrase start 222.0 25 

Table 6: Speaker characteristics for FALZ. 

number of variables needed to describe an event was reduced from 5 to 4, and importantly tl1ese new 

variables were more independent and linguistically meaningful. Finally, a feature system was proposed 

tl1at could analyses events in the tilt space, classif-y tl1em according to the feature speciJicaUon, and 

syntl1esize tl1em again. A wide variety of feature systems could be proposed and changed easily, thus 

allowing experimentation and testing of different ideas. 

The event and tilt ideas proved to be very powetful and provide a solid foundation for future research. 

The feature-based system was less useful, as it suffered from tl1e arbitrary specification of the features. 

However many useful insights were gained from tl1ese experiments. 

9.2 Speaker Ch 
.. 

aractenstics 

Another important consideration in由ework was that it proved easy to capture the intonational cbarac-

teristics of each speaker. This was done by measuring the mean and variance of each of the four tilt 

vmiables and the pitch range. Thus 10 figures represent all the speaker dependent characteristics nccdccl 

to map from tl1c feature level to tl1e FO level. A set of typical values for a speaker is given in table 9 .2. 
These figures are easy to collect and tlms give a very useful measure of a speaker's characteristics. 

More data from each speaker would help ensure that tl1ese figures紅 etruly representative for the speaker. 

9 .3 Downstep and Declination 

A uscfol feature of studying intonation by means of a formal model is that it allows inspection of many 

aspects of tl1e intonational process. One of tl1e more important studies conducted here concerns the issues 

of downstep and declination. 

Downdrift is a name given to the observation that FO contours generally end at lower FO values than 

tl1ey start. Many researchers have tried to account for this phenomena. The two most important views 

are the declination account and the downstep account. The declination hypothesis says that downdrift 

is tl1e inevitable consequence of speaking皿 dis a low level eげectaccounted for by speaker's running 

out of breath and changes in vocal fold tension over time. As such it is a low level phonetic effect and 

not readily controllable by tl1e speaker. Many have proposed "super-impositio叫.,models whereby the 

linguistic intonation pattern is superimposed on "sloping graph paper" which accounts for the declination 

噸 ect.Fujisaki (1982), Halliday (1967) and tl1e Dutch school (「H紅 tand Cohen, 1973) arc proponents 

of this view. 

The otl1er main hypothesis is that declination as described above exists、butthe main source or 

downtrend is clue to tl1e phenomena of downstep (Pienehumbert, 1980), (Pien-elrnrnbcrt and Beckman、

1991). The claim here is that downstep is a phonological effect which causes accents to be realised at 

lower levels tlrnn they otherwise would be. As it is a phonological effect, the speaker is in effect able to 

control the clownclrift more easily than declination. A central and very controversial aspect or the original 

claim is tlrnt downstep is triggered by particular sequences of tones, and is thus an automatic consequence 

of tonal realisation. For practical purposes it is not particular relevant whetl1er downstep is triggered or 
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Speaker Events Connections 

FALZ -28.1 -0.6 

FJMT -31.4 -0.76 

MAEM -15. J 0.0 

MMAG -25.3 -1.1 

Table 7: Contribution in Hz to downdnft_f,"Oln pitch accent events and介omconnections. 

is directly contt・ollable, the important point is tlrnt tl1e speaker has control. Pie1Tehumbert and colleagues 

stm maintain however由attllere is a slight declination (i.e. phonetic) effect still in operation. 

翫 eventbased model.is ideal for tl1e pm-poses of investigating these claims. First of all there is 

a clear sepm・ation between phonological entities (tl1e events) and the remainder of the contour which is 

described by connections. Thus it is possible to assess tl1e contribution to downdrift made by the events 

and connections sep紅 atelyand tl1erefore discover how much of downu・end is attributable to downstep 

and how much to declination. Table 9.3 shows average difference between the start and end points of all 

the events and all tl1c connection elements for each speaker. 

The results are very clem・, showing tl1at downstep has a much su・onger influence on downdrift tl1an 

declination, which is practica11y negligible. Figure 12 shows thc dis u・ibution of 100 connections elements 

from speaker FALZ. This graph cle叫 yshows that not only is tl1e mean downdrift effect ne叫 yzero, 

but in fact the majority (52) of connection elements actually have zero downdrift. Figure 12 also shows 

however tlrnt some connection elements de伽 itelydo have steep negativc gradients, but tl1ere are just as 

many witl1 steep positive gradients. Sin廿lardistributions are seen for all speakers. Events m・e tl1erefore 

by fat・the main contributors to downdrift, and it seems that dcclination as previously proposed has a very 

nlinor con tt・ibu tion. 

There紅 etwo distinct types of pitch accent. downdrirt observed in tl1e data. For speaker MAEM, 

74 accents out of a total of 141 have a tiltof-1, i.e. no rise at all. The average fa11 across these accents 

is 30 Hz. For tl1e remaining pitch accents, tl1e avcrage tilt is -0.13, which conesponds to an average fa11 

across tl1e accent of 15 Hz. The fu-st class typically have much carlier peak positions (average -86 ms) 

and c01Tespond to downstepped and "Low" accents. The second class are the typical Hor peak type of 

accent. It in interesting to observe that the fu-st type of accent is much more prevel狙1tin tl1e American 

data tl1an in any of the British data tlrnt was looked at in previous studies. This may be a key difference 

between tl1ese two accents of English. 

9.4 Further Work 

We are still some way from having a powerful phonological description, but a number of observations 

made in tl1is study point the way fo1-ward. 

Levels 

From listening to the syntl1esized contours and comparing them wit11 the originals, it was possible to 

develop a feel for what effors where perceptually most noticeable. It should be no surprise to say that the 

general shape of the FO contour is important and an exclusively context free event system is not a natural 

way of describing intonation. In particular, it appears the ear is much more sensitive to diffcrences in 

level, tlrnn say differences in tin廿ng.

The final FO values are very important. 111is may be simply due to these valucs being more recent 

and tl1erefore more memorable, but otl1er studies have shown these values to be partjcularly important. 

Liberman and PietTehumbert's study (1984) showed a large amount of invariance in the phrase什nalFO 
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values in their data such tl1at they proposed a phenomena of phrase-final lowering. We clo not have 

enough data of the right type to repeat tl1is experiment, but it seems that phrase-final lowering e「feetis 

very important and must be modelled c01Tectly to avoid unnaturalness. 

These observations would lend support to a'・levels" based analysis rather than a "dynanl.ic''analysis 

of English intonation, which is of course the classic topic of debate in intonation. I think a reasonable 

explanation is that at a low level、intonationis a function of pitch movements, but that the amplitudes of 

these pitch movements are determined on a more tonal basis. Levels tl1ernselves are not the whole story: 

if one synthesizes a contour which inte1-polates between peaks and has no inte1-vening dips, the quality is 

very poor. 

Features 

The feature system gave interesting results and shows tlrnt it was possible to accurately model events 

wit11 a small number of features. It was also shown出atan automatic feature labeller is a practical way 

of analysing events. The technique's failure stems from t11e fact that it is really just a knowledge based 

vector quantization routine. 

As said previously, two approaches were advocated for tl1e problem of mapping between tl1e tilt level 

and a higher level. It is clem t11at the first approach need to be taken and more work should be devoted 

to the phonetic realisation module. 

Testing 

I haves light reservations about the testing procedures used here. It is not cle紅 thatdirectly comparing FO 

contours is always useful. When contours紅 every sinlil紅 (i.e.difference less than 1 OHz), the measure 

is very fair, as it is basically stating tl1e contours紅 eidentical for practical putJ)OScs 3. However, when 

the di !Terence is much greater, for example the enor of 26 Hz for experiment Jin table 7 .2, the measure 

becomes less useful. This is basically because not all contours with an enor of 26 Hz sound equally bad. 

The direct comparison measure should be retained, but only used as a real comparison between methods 

when the values arc low. 

・'The buman difference lirnen for FO being about 51-!z. 
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Appendix A: Code 

The Tilt synthesis algoritl1m runs in real time and is fully implemented in tl1e Chatr speech synthesis 

system. All the analysis皿 dall the synthesis routines described in this paper紅 euser functions in Chair. 

There are no sep紅 ateC programs, awk code or hacky shell scripts. 

The analysis programs were written witl1in chatr as it provides support for tl1e kind of complex data 

structures needed to implement tl1is type of system. Furthermore, Cha tr is a easy environment to work in 

and algorithm development is orders of magnitude quicker when using Chatr. 

Witl社nChau・, the on-line documentation provides helpful advice to tl1e user. Here we will give a few 

more details. 

Whether perfornung analysis or synthesis, tl1e basic operation is to u・ansform an utterance from one 

level to anotl1er. To use one of tl1ese functions、theutterance must have at least been loaded and passed 

through the Input function. 

Fcature_toぶ umConverts feature description to z-score numerical description. 

Z_to_Linear Converts Z score event to numerical event in tilt space. The mean and s.d. or each tilt 

variable must have been previously using the Stats Intonation function. 

Ti!Uo_RFC Converts event in tilt space to event in RFC space. 

RfcJ¥1odule Creates FO contour from RFC description. 

Fcature_Int Converts from Features to RFC in one module. 

Rfc_to_Tilt Analysis routine which converts event in RFC space to event in tilt space. 

Linear_to_z Normalises event in Tilt space according to cmTent intonation stats, defined by Stats 

Intonation. 

Nun1-to_Featurc Converts z score event to feature event using feature table (defined again using Sta ts 

Intonation. 

InLStats Returns list of event皿 dconnection descriptions for an utterance. 

Syllabify Creates a syllable su・earn from the phoneme stream using tl1e sonority and maximal onset 

principles. This is use to make syllable input files from segment or RFC input files. 

Phrasify Creates a prosodic phrase stream from the phoneme stream using pauses in the phoneme stream 

to indicate phrase boundaries. This is used to create syllable input files from segment or RFC input 

files. 

1 . Chatr language functions 

A number of lisp cha打 functionsexist to help in tl1e processing of syllable utterances. These functions 

along with documentation are cuITently in the file tjJtJib.ch. 

Appendix B: Adding a New Speaker 

The most difficult part about adding a new speaker is labelling the data. Once the data is in the form that 

Chair requires, everything else is simple. 
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Chatr requires a syllable utterance type description for each utterance. This is comprised of a list of 

phrases, each with a start FO. Wit11in each phrase is a list of syllables and each may have one or more 

events marked. An example is given below: 

(Utterance (Syllable (space rfc) (format feature) (dimen num)) 

(: C () 

((hh 60) (eh 65) ((E))) 

((1 3 3) (OW 207) ()) 

(: C () 

((dh 27) (ih 56) ((E))) 

((S 75) (ih 56) (z 44) （）） 

((dh 42) (ax 3 6) ()) 

((k 95) (aa 129) (n 44) ((E))) 

((f 77) (r 36) (en 57) ()) 

((s 77) (ao 156) ()) 

((f 83) (eh 105) (s 203) ()) 

） 

）） 

In this type of description, only the presence of an event need be marked. 

In addition, an RFC input descriptjon is required. An example is given below. 

(Utterance RFC( 

(sil303 ((sil0166))) 

(hh 6 0 ()) 

(eh 6 5 ((fa 11 21 16 6))) 

(1 33 ()) 

(ow 207 ((conn 67 125) (sil 197 120))) 

(sill55()) 

(dh 2 7 ((rise O 14 9))) 

(ih 56 ()) 

(s75((fall60173))) 

(ih 56 ()) 

(z 44 ()) 

(dh 42 ((conn 4 151))) 

(ax 36 ()) 

(k95()) 

(aa 129 ()) 

(n 44 ((fall 5 142))) 

(f 77 ()) 

(r 3 6 ()) 

(en 57 ()) 

(s 77 ((conn 7 4 9 5))) 

(ao 156 ()) 

(f83()) 

(eh 105 ()) 

(s 203 ((sil 91 91))) 
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(sil 524 ()) 

）） 

TI1e Cha tr user function tra in_input takes these two utterance descriptions ancl produces a syllable 

description inthe RFC event space: 

(Utterance (Syllable (space rfc) (format num) (dimen linear)) ( 

(: C ((St a rt 16 6)) 

((hh 6 0) (eh 6 5) 

((C 0.00) (E 0.00 0.00 -41.00 144.00 21.00))) 

((1 3 3) (OW 2 0 7) ((C O. 0 0))) 

(:C ((Start l49)) 

((dh 2 7) (ih 5 6) 

((C 0.00) (E 24.00 

((s 7 5) (ih 5 6) 

((dh 4 2) (ax 3 6) 

((k 95) (aa 129) (n 44) 

((E 0.00 0.00 -47.00 283.00 l34.00))) 

((f 77) (r 3 6) (en 5 7) 

143.00 -22.00 119.00 116.00))) 

(Z 44) ((C -9.00))) 

（）） 

-4.00))) 
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Next, the function Rfc_to_T il t is called which transforms this into tilt space. Wit11 a sufficient 

number of utterances in tilt space, statistics can be collected on each of the 4 tilt parameters and the phrase 

start FO parameter. T11e mean and s.d. needs to be calculated which can be done using S or狙1yot11er 

utility. The tilt descriptions can be derived from the utter皿 ce11le, or by using the Int_Stats function 

which returns a list of all tl1e events, all tl1e connections or both for an utterance. By calling rnapc, one 

can get all t11e stats for a database. 

Once the stats have been collected, one can construct a speaker table by filling in the mean and 

standard deviations in the appropriate places. A typical speaker file is given below: 

(Stats Intonation ( 

(Element E (def tilt E) ( 

(amp = 47 Hz) 

(dur = 291 ms) 

(tilt = 0. 0 rel) 

(peak_pos = 59 ms) 

）） 

(Element E (var tilt E) ( 

(amp = 31 Hz) 

(dur 141 ms) 

(tilt = 0.75 rel) 

(peak_pos 136 ms) 

）） 

(Element C (def any C) ( 

(amp = 0.0 Hz) 
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）） 

(Element C (var any C)( 

(amp = 10 Hz) 

）） 

(Element P (def any P) ( 

(amp = 151.0 Hz) 

）） 

(Element P (var any P)( 

(amp = 20 Hz) 

）） 

）） 

Appendix C: Defining a New Feature Set 

A little care needs to be taken here as completely stupid feature sets n1ight confuse the system. 

An example feature set is given below. 

(Stats Intonation ( 

(Feature rise (binary tilt C)( 

(amp += 10 rel) 

）） 

(Feature fall (binary tilt C)( 

(amp -= 10 rel) 

）） 

(Feature amp (scalar tilt E) ( 

(amp += 1 rel) 

(dur += 1 rel) 

）） 

(Feature early (binary tilt E)( 

(peak_pos -= 1.1 rel) 

）） 

(Feature late (binary tilt E) ( 

(peak_pos += 1.1 rel) 

）） 

(Feature rise (binary tilt E)( 

(tilt += +1 rel) 

）） 

(Feature fall (binary tilt E)( 

(tilt += -1 rel) 

）） 

） 

Feature headers are defined in the form 

<name> (<type> <space> <element>) 
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The name need only be unique to the space and clement. so that connection features皿 devent features 

can have the same name without con恥 ion.Type refers to scalar or binary, space refers to rrc or tilt. 

though I think only tilt is folly implemented. Element refers to whether the feature should operate on an 

Event or a Connection. 

Feature bodies are defined in the form 

(variable operator value dimension) 

Variable specifies which tilt variables紅 eto be affected, operator should always be+= or-=, value is 

in s.d. so very large values are inadvisable. Dimension is not used. 

xvm 
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Abstract 

This paper describes a new model of intonation for English. The paper proposes that intonation cai1 be described 

using a sequence of rise, fall ,md connection elements. Pitch accents ru1d boundary rises are described using rise詞

固 1elements, 印1dconnection elements are used to describe everything else. Equations c印1be used to synthesize 

fundament,11 frequency (凡） contours from these elements. 紐 automaticlabelling system is described which c,m 

derive a rise/fall/connection description from皿 yu tterru1ce without using prior knowledge or top-down processing. 

Synthesis皿 d皿 alysisexperiments arc described using utter叩 cesfrom six speakers of various English accents. 

知 mrnlysis/rcsynthcsisexperiment is described which shows that the contours produced by the model are similar 

to within 3.6 to 7.3 Hz of the originals. A11 assessment of the automatic labeller shows 72% to 92% agreement 
between automatic ru1d h皿 dlabels. The paper concludes with a comparison between・this model皿 dothers, m1d a 

discussion of the practical applications of the model. 

Resume 

Nous presentons d祖1scet article un nouveau mod蜘 d'intonationpour l'anglais, selon lequel celle-ci est decrite 

en termcs "descentes"(rise), "montees" (fall) et "lignes de connection" (connection). Les accents et !es montees 

de continuation sont representes par Jes elements de "montee" et de "descente" ; !es lignes de connection sont 

utilisees partout ailleurs. Un systeme d'equations permet de reconstruire le contour de frequence fondan1entale 

a partir de ces elements. Nous decrirons ensuite un systもmed'etiquetage automatique qui associe a toute phrase 
une representation descentes/montees/connections sans connaissance a priori, ni analyse descendante. Une serie 

d'experiences portai1t sur un corpus de phrases prononcees par 6 locuteurs de l印1gueanglaise et d'accents varies 

validecemodcle: l'erreurdesynthもseest comprise entre 3 .6 et 7 .3 Hz. Par ailleurs, une comparaison des etiquetages 

autornatiques et m印1Uelsmontre une correspondance de 72% a 92%. Nous conclurons par une comparaison du 
modもlepropose ct des moclclcs existants et en discuterons Jes applications pratiques. 

Zusammenfassung 

Wir slellen ein neues Model fi.ir englische Intonation vor. Wir gehen davon aus da/3 Intonation sich durch eine 

Reihe von Steig-、F叫I-und Verbindungselementen beschrieben I祁t.Pitchakzente und Grenzsteigerungen werden 

durch Setig-und Fallelemente beschrieben und Verbindungselemente werden benutzt um alle andere Ph恥omene

zu beschreiben. Die Fundru11ent,1lfrequenzkonturen konnen mittels Gleichungen von diesen Elernenten berech-

net werden. Ein automatisches Markiersystem wird beschrieben mit dem die Steig/Fall/Verbindungselementketle 

automatisch one vorherigcs Wissen oder top-down Berechnung erstellt werden k印rn. Synthese-und Analy-

seexperimente sind beschrieben fi.ir Auf3erungen sechs verschiedener Sprecher unterschiedlicher Akzente. Ein 

An叫yses-Resyntheseexperimentist beschrieben was zeigt d,113 die Konturen um zwischen 3.6 bis 7.3 Hz vom 
Original abweichen. Ein Bewerlung des automatischen M揺 iersystemszeigt daf3 etwa 72% bis 92%訊ereinstim-

rnung zwischen den automatischen und von H狙1Ligeschriebenen M揺 ierungenbesteht. Ein Vergleich mit andercn 

Modellen und eine Beschreibung wie das Model! benutzt werden kann beenden dieses Paper. 

1 Introduction 

This paper describes a new model of intonation which accurately synthesizes fond狙11ent叫frequency(凡） contours 

from a linguistic叫lyrelevw1t description. An automatic labelling system is described which cw1 derive this 

linguistically relevrn1t description from ,my凡contour.

Fundw11cnt,ll Frequency (恥 sy叫 1esis叫gorithmsare often b邸 edon the principle of describing a set of 

prototypical凡patternswhich represent different intonation叫tunesof the lMguage in question (Isard叩 dPearson, 

1988), (Anderson et al., 1984), (Willems, 1983), (Vonwilleret叫.,1990), (Ladd, 1987). Other researchers rn1alyse 

a database of凡contours印1duse statistical techniques to learn the realisation of intonation叫tunes(Sagisaka and 

Kaiki, 1992), (Traber、1990).There are fewer systems devoted to the inverse problem of deriving a symbolic or 
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par印11etricdescription from ,m凡contour,although recenlly more systems have been reported (Jensen et al., 1993), 

(ten Bosch, 1993). 
A ciifferent approach is to use rn1 intonation model. which is a genenll device for relating凡contoursto a higher 

level intonational description. Fujisaki (1988)、t'H紅 t& Cohen (1973)とmdHirst (1992) report work in developing 

models of this kind. Here we propose a new intonation model for English皿 dshow how this model c皿 beused 
for the皿 alysis狙1dsynthesis of凡contours.

Section 2 describes tile model itself, 皿 dsection 3 describesとmautomatic labelling system which cai1 derive the 
model's p叩 1metersfrom凡contours.Section 4 describes the data we used to test the new model with, 皿 dsections 
5印1d6 discuss the synthesis狙1d叩 alysiscapabilities of the model. Section 7 discusses the need for flexibility 
when modelling凡ru1dcompares the new model with previous work. 

2 The RFC Model 

The model presented here, termed the Rise/Fall/Connection Model (RFC for short), was not developed with a 

particular phonological theory in mind. However, as it is the end goal of this research to eventually provide a 
complete mapping between acoustics皿 dphonology, it is necessary to show that the RFC descriptions produced 
by the model do in fact rn成easubstantial contribution to the solution of the overall problem. One can see from 
a survey of the literature that phonologic,11 theories of intonation largely agree on what phenomena need to be 

described, even if there are differences in the details of classification. Most contemporary theories agree that 
phonological descriptions of English intonation are primarily concerned with describing behavior of pitch accents 
on stressed syllables叩 dbo1111dary tunes at prosodic phrases edges. T11ese theories also state that there are distinct 
classes of pitch accent皿 dboundary tunes which have distinctive凡patterns.These two basic types of phenomena 
operate with respect to di「ferentprosodic units: pitch accents are associated with syllables皿 dboundary tunes are 

associated with the beginnings皿dends of prosodic phrases. This view is more or less consistent with the work 
proposed by Pierrehumbert (1980), 0℃ onnor狙1dArnold (1973), Halliday (1967), Ladd (1983)皿 dothers1. Grice 

(1992) reviews and compares these ru1d other phonological theories. 

2.1 Modelling凡Contourswith Equations 

From examination of the lcu-ge number of pitch accents in our data (described in section 4), it w邸 clearthat there 
were two b邸 ictypes of pitch accent. The first type were "pe咄 "or"high" accents, in which the accented syllable 

w邸邸sociatedwith a peak in the凡contour.The other type were "trough" or "low" accents, where the converse 
effect was obvious -i.e. the accented syllable W<lS邸 sociatedwith a trough in the恥contour2.Peak accents roughly 
correspond with the H* clと1SSof Pierrchumbert (1980), the H class of Ladd (1983)皿 dthe"詞 I"cl⑱ sofO℃ onnor 
祖1d年 1old(1973). Trough accents me roughly equivalent to the L* cl⑱ s of Pierrehumbert, the L cl邸 sof Ladd 
皿dthe "low'・cl⑱ s ofO℃ 01111or ,md Arnold. 

Peak Accents 

Using a empirical trial and error study, an equation w⑮ devised that cと:maccuraしelysy叫1esizeany pitch accent 

with a few par皿1eters.
Peak accents are modelled by describing the rise叩 dfall parts of the accent separately. Equation 1 (termed the 

monomial equation) is used to model both rise ,rnd fall. The form of the equation shown here describes the凡ofthe 
fall part of a peak accent: when this curve is ref1ected in they axis it describes the rise part. In our data there was 

a large v,1riation in the ai11plitudes and durations of the rises arid falls (both absolutely and relative to one ar1other) 
叩 dthere was also a wide variation in the grndienls of these rises ,rnd falls. To model this v紅 iation,two scaling 

1 Pierrehumbert also includes the "phrase ,1ccent"'as a fundamental unit of intonation. Tilis is not problematic to our baseline notion in that 
the phrase accent can be included in the g,,ncral classirtcation of boundary tune, as phrase accents arc realised only after the nuclear accent. 
O'Connor and Arnold make a four way classirtcation of fundamental units. Following from Pierrchumbert and others, we include "head" and 
"nucleus" to be of the same basic type (pitch accents), and also classify "tail" and "pre-head" as being describable by a mechanisms o「boundary
tune. 

2TI1ere were a few cases which did not obviously fall into either of these two types as there was no noticeable応patternat all that could 
be linked to the perceived accented syllabic. Such'"level"'pitch accents obviously deserve attention in any phonological frameヽvork,but as 
the work presented here is primarily concerned with characterising sur「acelu patterns rather than giving a phonology of pitch accents, we can 
ignore these cases for the time being. 
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factors ,u-e applied Lo the equation、,lllowingthe equation to he stretched in the x ,md y dimensions. Equation 2 

describes the formula wiしhthe sea.ling v紅iables.-1 m1d D、印1dfigure 1 shows a plot of this function. 

Although the rise叩 df叫1parts are given by the same equation、theseparts still have to be modelled separaしely

as there was no observable simple relation between the amplitude、durationor gradient of the rise and foll parts of 

祖1accent. 

y = 1-2.; 召 0<ぉ<0.5 
y = 2.(1 -x)" 0.5 < X < 1.0 

(1) 

fo = A-2.A.(t/D)2 0 < t < D/2 
j。=2.A.(1-t/ D)2 D/2 < t < D 

(2) 

where A is elemenL amplitude and Dis element duration. 

These rises皿 dfalls are termed elemems, thus pe咄 accentsare modelledとlSa rise elemenT followed by a炉ll 

element. The an1plitude and duration scaling facLors are called the element parameters. Often in ape咄 accent

no rise is present, so the pitch accent is modelled using only a fall element. The phenomenon known as'•flat 
hat" accents in the Dutch school (t'Hart and Cohen, 1973) could either be interpreted ,lS two accents, one with a 

single rise element, the other with a single fall element; or as a single accent, where the rise狙1dfall elements were 

sep紅atedby a straight section of凡contour.

Trough Accents 

Trough accents are叫somodelled by the monomi,1.1 function. 111e basic pattern for these accents is the reverse of 

the peak accent, i.e. a fall element followecl by a rise element. Often a trough accent only needs a single rise or fall 

element. 

Boundary Rises 

Sharp rises are commonly found at both phrase bcginnjngs皿 dends, 皿dthese arc modelled using rise elements. 

Phrase initial rises are often termed decli11ario11 resets (Ladd, 1988) as they serve to make sure the starting凡of

the phrase is higher U1狙1the恥valuesofしheprevious phr部 c.Phrase fin叫risesus叫 lyeither give the impression 

of a continuation rise, indicating that more information is to follow, or of being pと1rtof a complex nucleus/tail 

relationship, where they often give the precept of a question. 

Between Rise a叫 FallElements 

Not every part of皿凡 contouris comprised of pitch accents叩 dboundary rises. Often there are parts where nothing 

of intonational interest is occurring. In these叩潤sa straight line is used to model the恥contours.This element is 

termedしheconnection eleme111. The connection element also has variable duration ,md an1plitude paran1eters. 

2.2 ¥Vell-Formedness Conditions 

Thus in our model, 凡contours狙・emodelled with a line頷 sequenceof rise, fall印1dconnection elements, each of 

which cw1 have w1y印11plitudeor duration. A set of well-formcdness conditions are used to constrain this system: 

• Pilch accents紅emodelled using al most a single rise ,md a single fill! element. 

• Bound紅 yrises紅emodel led using a single rise clement. 

• Connection elements are used to rn⑳ cl everything else in the凡contour,thus rise and f叫 elementsmay 

only be used for modelling pitch accems ,md boundary rises. 

• Only one connection element is allowed between rise ai1d f叫1elements. 

An example RFC description as hand labelled from狙凡 contourin the lest data is given in table 1, and the 

S四thesized凡contourfrom this description is shown later in figure 3. 
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3 Automatic Labelling of F;。contoursusing the RFC model 

The. system described below automatically labels凡contoursin terms or the rise fall w1d connection clements. 
It works on unconstnlined input: ai1y恥 contoursc,111 be labelled by this system without prior knowledge of the 
content of the utter狙1Ce.Although there紅etra.inable parameters inしhesystem which give better perfonrnmcc 
when adapted for particul紅 speakers,this system c皿 labelany type皿 d皿 ylength of凡contourfrom ,my spe咄er
of English. 

xtract10n 3.1 凡E

凡contoursare usually extracted from speech waveforms using pi1ch de1ec1io11 algorirhm.1・(PDAs). The PDA used 
here was the super resolution pitch detection (SRPD) algorithm origi叫 lydeveloped by Med,m et叫.(1991)祖1d
implemented by Bagshaw et al. (1993). 

In norn'ial usage the PDA produces恥 ontours which are influenced by segmental effects such that the immediate 
segment,11 environment紅fectsthe local shape of the凡contour.Unvoiced segments are the most noticeable effect: 
during such segments there is no fundamental frequency at all. Obs1ruen1 perturbations cause sudden spikes and 
glitches, often at the boundary between a voiced叩 dunvoiced part of the凡contour.It is desirable to normalise 
for these紅fectsbecause they are purely a result of the segmental envii-onment ru1d play no role in determining 
the underlying intonational tune of the utter皿ce.To put it皿otherway, two utterru1ces with the sru11e intonational 
tune can have appare叫 ydifferent凡contourssolely due to these utter叩 ceshaving different segmental content. 
This problem was solved by adding a post-processing module to the PDA that converts the normal output into狂

contours which are as free from segmental influence as possible, while maintaining exactly the sru11e underlying 
intonational content. 

In叫1the experiments described here, 凡 contourswere specified at regular Srns intervals. The first stage in 
the post-processing is to perform a 15 point rnediru1 smの thingonしheSms contour. This removes most of the 
obstruent perturbations祖1dalso the small scale effects of pitch perturbation or jitter that arise from the nom1al 
behaviour of the glottis. Next, the unvoiced regions are filled using straight line intef])Olation. Finally, a further 7 
point smoothing is used to remove the occasional shru-p edges at the bound,1ry between the existing皿 dinterpolated 
parts of the凡contour.This processing is shown in figure 2. 

This post-processing removes much of the segmental influence without unduly affecting the global shape of 
the凡contour.Heavier smoothing removes more of the segment叫inf1uencethis cai1 cause the glob叫shapeof the 
凡contourto cl訊 nge,thus potenti,llly distorting the intonation,11 information 

3.2 Broad Class Labelling 

The broad class labelling module t咄esthe post-processed凡 contours印1dlocates rise, 国 1,and connection 
elements. Tl1is module distinguishes rises from falls byしheprinciple that all rises must have positive gradient皿 d
叫 fallsmust have a negative gradient. The rise叩 dfall clements are distinguished from connection clements on 
しhebasis that these elements have steeper gradients thm1 those of connection elements. 

The F0 contour is re-s印11pledat 50rns intervals邸 itis at those sorts of dist,mces mid above that pitch accent rises 
mid fa! ls紅 er叫 ised.Next, the恥ofeach frame is comp頷edwith the Fi1 of the previous frame, and if this exceeds 
a threshold, the fr狙11eis labelled a rise, 皿dif it is below another (negative) threshold, the frame is label lecl as a f叫
All frames between these two thresholds紅eleft unlabelled. These thresholds (termed the rise gradient 1'1reshold 
狙1d炉IIgradienr threshold respectively)箪 ctrained by the meth奴jdescribed in section 6.2. At this stage, every 
fn1111e is labelled either rise or fall, or is left unlabelled. Frames which have the sとunelabels ,JSしheirneighbours邸

grouped together, dividing the凡contourinto approximaしelymarked rise m1c! fall elements. 
The labelling produced by this method correclly identifies most of the rise and fとlllelements in the恥eontours. 

As mentioned above, the凡 post-processordoes not remove叫lobstruent perturbations, ancl occ,JSionally these 
箪 emislabelled as rise or fall elements. These spurious labels have characteristically short durations. Using this 
fact, a deletion module w⑱ developed, whereby elements below a certain minimum cluration紅edeleted. This 
dele1ion 1hreshold is set by the training method described in section 6.2. This m奴lule greally recluces the number 
of spurious elements. 

The labelling produced by this system h⑱ divided the凡contourinto rise, l迅1and unlabeled clements, m1d 
by implication, the pitch accents祖1dboundary rises have been located. However, しheboundaries between these 
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elements are only accurate to the size or the frame, i.e. 50111s. It'"ilS clcsirable to go further and !ind the cxc1ct 
boundaries of the elements as these are cruci,ll in distinguishing different types o「pitchaccent. Precise houllliary 
adjustment is performed by the op1imal ma1c//ing module. 

3.3 Optimal Matching 

Using the labels produced by the above procedure, the original 5ms s狙11plcd氏contouris analysed to determine 
the precise boundaries of the rise and fall elements. 

Around each approximate boundary, a search region is defined. This extends狙1absolute狙11ount,typically 
0.15 seconds outside the approximately marked boundとu-y,and a percentage distance、typically20%, inside the 
approximaしelymarked boundary. Thus for a fall element, a region is defined st,rrting 0.15 seconds before the start 
of the f叫1and extending 20% into the fall, 叩 d,mother region is defined st,rrting 20% from the end of the fall ,md 
extending 0.15 seconds after the end of the f叫I.To determine the precise bound紅ics,every possible fall shape 
that can be defined邸 st,1rtingand ending in these are邸 issynthesized and comp,1red to the凡contour.The shape 
showing the lowest eucl ide皿 dist皿cebetween itself皿dthe凡contouris chosenと'lSthe correct shape、ai1dits start 
皿dend position determines the precise boundaries of the fall element. Likewise for rise elements. 

In principle, the size and position of the search regions could have been trained, but it w邸 foundthat in all cases 
a search region corresponding to 150ms outside the approximately m,rrkcd element ar1d 20% inside the element is 
large enough to insure that the precise element boundaries will be found. It w邸 verynoticeable that so long as 
some variation from the approximately labelled boundaries is allowed, the system always chooses the san1e start 
皿dend positions. This proves that the start and end positions are not arbitr釘 ilymarked, ,1S the s皿1epositions are 
consistently chosen by the system independently of where the search regions are defined. 

With the optimal matching process complete, all remaining unlabelled sections are labelled邸 connection
elements. Thus the entire恥contouris now labelled in terms of the RFC system. 

4 Data 

Six sets of data from Americ皿 English皿dIrish male狙1dfemale native spe咄ersof English were used to test the 
model. 

Data set A from a male speaker (Northern Ire! 皿 daccent) comprised of 64 cと1refullyspoken sentences that cover 
the major Lune types described in 0℃ onnor and紅 nold(1973). Data set B was from a male spe拡er(southern 
English RP accent)祖1dcomprised of 45 u tler皿 cesfrom email mid Unix news articles. Data sets C to F were 
from the ATR-CMU conference registration datab邸 e,which simulated conversations between receptionists and 
guests at conferences. This data was spoken by 2 male (C a11d E)皿dtwo fem叫cspeakers with Sta11dard Americ叩

accents . 
This data totalled 231 ulter印1ces,within which there were 1654 rise狙1dfall elements皿 d533 intonational 

phr⑮ es, ash狙1dlabelled. The utter皿 cesvaried in length from a single word to 40 words in length. There was a 
wide variation of intonational tune types due to the conversation叫natureof much o「thespeech. 

5 Synthesis Assessment and Results 

紐皿alysis/rcsynthesis test w邸 usedto me邸 uresy叫 1esisaccuracy. For each utterance in the database, its凡
contour was狙1と11ysed (automatically皿dby the h狙1dlabelling methcxi described in section 6.1) ru1d ,m RFC 
description w邸 produced.From this, ,m凡contourwas sy叫1esizedru1d comp紅 eelto the original. 

Subjective tests are sometimes used to assess the intonation componem of speech synthesis systems. In these 
tests, listeners are played re-synthesized pairs of utter皿 ces,one with the original恥 contour印1done with the 
synthesized恥contour,とmdif listeners cannot distinguish the two, then the synthesized凡contoursarc deemed to 
be perceptmllly equivalent to the originals. 

It is not clear that this sort of subjective evaluation is the most suitable way of assessingしhesynll1esis accuracy 
of a model such as ours. Here a different approach w邸諏enMd objecrive tests were used, whereby ,m algorithm 
邸 sessesthe differences between the original ru1d synthesized恥contours.This was because: 

吐）Ma sets A and Bare clescribccl fully in布ylor(1992), and the ATR-CMU data is clescribccl in Woo cl (I 992). 
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• It is unclear how meaningful yes/no decisions are on the acceptability of synthesized凡contours.F0 contours 
are specified in the continuous frequency domain, ,md ,IS with m1y continuous variable, it is somewhat 11011-
sensical to compare for ciirect equivalence. When comparing出1yreal numbers, it makes sense to state how 
close they are, rather than give a yes/no decision of equivalence. 

• As noted by Hirst (1992), "a model which seemed perfectly adequate for LPC di phone synthesis may appear 
less satisfactory when used with very high quality speech synthesis suchと1Sthat provided by PSOLA". Thus 
different waveform synthesis techniques cm1 influence the judgment of listeners. We would not war1t Lo run 
the risk of claiming that our model c,m produce acceptable凡contoursto have a later more sophisticated 
waveform synthesis technique to prove otherwise. The assessment of恥 synthesisshould be independent 
from waveform sy叫 1esistechniques. 

• Objective tests are very practical in that a largeと=1.mountof data c祖1be easily tested. Other researchers c狙1
羹 ilycompare the synthesis accuracy of their model with that of ours. 

Thus the synthesis assessment method that was used was one of direct comparison between original m1d 
synthesized恥 contours.Each point in the origin叫恥 contouris compared with the point at the equivalent time 
frm11e in the synthesized version, and the euclidean distance is me邸 ured.A score is produced by summing the 
values for祖1utterance ,md dividing by the total number of fr印11esfor that utterance. This score gives a measure of 
the average differences between two恥contours,or to put it皿 otherway, at皿 ygiven point the expected ct ifference 
between the恥contoursis given by this score. Table 2 gives the scores for the 6 data sets. 

111ese results clearly show that the synthesized凡contoursare very similar Lo the originals. Many of the bad 
scores are due to PDA problems such as pitch doubling, which causes a large comparison error. Thus the scores 
would be better if a more accurate PDA was used. 

To put the figures in table 2 in perspective, it is worth making some points on the accuracy of PDAs arid the 
difference limens of恥ch印1gesin hum皿 s.Hess (1983) gives a review of both these issues皿 ddescribes several 
experiments on how sensitive humans are Lo恥ch皿 gesin speech. Figures of between 0.3-0.5% for pure synthetic 
vowels and 4-5% fornaturaJ speech are given. 111e 4% figure measured at l 95Hz, giving出1absolutev,llueof7.8Hz, 
畔 the5% figure was measured at 150Hz, giving 7.5Hz. Thus our synthesis results are close Lo the difference 
lirnen for natural speech. 

Rabiner et al. (1976) discuss the assessment狙1daccuracy of PDAs, but perhap~the most use「ul,md up to 
date study is that of Bagshaw et叫.(1993). Their experiment exm11ined the output of 6 PDAs. including the 
super resolution pitch detection algorithm used here, 皿 dcompared them to凡contoursdirectly measured by a 
laryngograph. The average error of these algorithms varied from 1.78 Hz Lo 3.25 Hz for m叫cspeech、andfrom 
4.14 Hz to 6.39Hz for fem叫espeech, with the SRPD叫gorithmgiving the best results王Theresults for the 4 males 
speakers皿 dfemale speaker E are close to a few Hertz of the accuracy of the SRPD叫gorithm,mid the results for 
the fen叫 espeaker Fare within the margin of error. 

6 Automatic Labeller Assessment and Results 

6.1 Hand Labelling and Analysis Assessment 

The main problem with ai1alysis testing is not so much in the exact method of testing but rather tile di「ficultyin 
determining the correct labelling for ai1恥 contour.Tl1e only practical way of孔ssessingthe automatic labeller's 
perform狙1ceis to compare the labels it produces with those of a human labeller. The problem with such a method 
is that it relies on the ability of the humai1 labeller. Hurna11 labelling is always prone to some inconsistency rn1cl 
arbitn11・iness no matter how expert tile labeller. However, it is clear that some humai1 made decisions arc consistently 
more reliable tha11 others, for instai1ce, it is often much easier to determine the !ocmion of a pitch accent tllai1 trying 
to decide what the 1ype of the pitch accent is. 

Be証ingthis in mind, the database of凡contourswas hand labelled according to the following criteria. First, 
boundary rises出1dany syllables that were judged to be accented were marked. Next, rises and falls were fitted to 
the piしchaccents出1dboundary rises. Although the different types of pitch accent would naしur孔llybe心 pressedby 
their d iffcrent rise印1dfall labellings, no explicit labelling of pitch accent clと1SSw,lS performed. 

4 Bagshaw et al. go on lo explain improvements to the SRPD which give better results than the original dcscrib~d in Medan ct al. (1991). 

111 is improved version ¥¥'as not available for the experiments described here. 
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Determining the element p叩皿etervalues w,lS quite straightforward ,lS the correct values were chosenし0be lhc 
ones which made the synthesize凡contourmost similar Lo the original. This was a process orしrialru1d error、but
nearly always a satisfactory match w邸 found.Also, for a p紅Licul紅 accentit was not Lhc c,tSe tlrnt a wide variety 
of parameter values fitted equally well, usually there was a Ht that was unarbitrと1rilythe best. 

The analysis assessment method calculates the percentage of rises ,md国 lscoffectly identified. Thus the 
system simply counts the number of insertion and deletion errors、,mddivides Lhis by the tot叫 numberof tokens, 
resulting in a percentage recognition score. 

6.2 Training the Automatic Labeller 

A number of adjustable thresholds operate in the狙1alysissystem. Tl1e most import祖11紅ethe rise and fall g radien r 
thresholds in the broad class labeller. Tl1ese are used to determine whether a 50ms fr狙11eis to be labelled as a rise, 
fall or left unlabelled. In addition there are two deletion thresholds which specify the minimum allowable size for 
an element. Any element identified by the broad class labeller which is below this duration is deleted. Although 
the rise皿 dfall thresholds operate independently of each other, the gradient thresholcls interact with the deletion 
thresholds. 

The training procedure operates by systematically adjusting the thresholds until the optimal set is obtained. 
Taking the case of the fall thresholds, a 2 dimensional table is built with one dimension representing the gradient 
threshold and the other representing the deletion threshold. 10 values are used in each dimension. The gradient 
threshold is varied on a logarithmic scale from 20Hz/second to 500 Hz/second, and the deletion threshold is varied 
linearly from 0.025 seconds to 0.475 seconds. Using each set of thresholds, the system is run over c1 seしofdata, 
the tr印1scriptionsproduced証ecompared with the h祖1dlc1belled versions, and the recognition score for that set of 
thresholds is recorded. After all possibilities have been tried, the set of thresholds giving the best recognition score 
is chosen as being the optim叫set.

This technique can be used to train on祖1Y皿 ountof data、but10 utter皿ces紅esufficient to ensures叫etnlining 
邸 recognitionscores do not significm1tly improve with more training data. In叫1data sets, a deletion threshold 
of 0.075 or 0.125 seconds was chosen邸 best5.The grndient thresholds v証iedmore between spe傘crs、from
70Hz/second to 120Hz/second. Tl1ese thresholds do not give皿 indicc1tionof how steep Lhe rise皿 dfall elements 
actu叫ly紅 e;rather, they祖ethe optim叫 thresholdsthat distinguish legitimate rises and f叫lsfrom connection 
elements狙1dobstruent perturbations. 

6.3 Analysis Results 

Table 3 shows the results of the automatic labeller for the six speakers. The overall accuracy rate in the high 70s 
leaves room for improvement, but considering the fact that the system is worドingin an unconstrained fashion with 
no top-down processing, these results are promising. The errors were ex印11medto discover their source, ar1dしhe
results from this study showed that the overall picture is much better th祖1the above results might lead one to 
believe. 

Four sources of error were identified. These were: 

F。errorsA small number of the errors were due to the PDA 1証 kinga mist咄esuch as pitcl: doubling. This causes 
a sudden jump in the凡contourwhich can be rnistokenly interpreted as a rise or fall element. As Hess (1983) 
(page 66) notes, these gross凡errorscw1 often be compensated for when h皿 ctlabelling, as the eye is able 
ignore the erroneous values皿 ddetect the underlying pattern. 

Obstrucnt Perturbations The凡post-processorとmddeletion module did not account for all obstruent perturbati-
ons and a number of errors arose from the labeller mist咄ingglitches or spikes for small rise or fa! I elements. 
冗 einsertion errors, where a perturbation is mist咄enfor a rise or fall、c,measily be eliminated by increasing 
the gradient thresholds, but this has the effect of causing deletion errors as small genuine elements c1rc not 
detected. So far the system has worked using Rias input alone: it might be necessary in future implementa-
tions to use additional information. For instance, a phonetic segmentation would give information on where 
obstruent perturbations occur, and heavier smoothing could be used in thcse areas. If better post-processing 

50.075s corresponds a single 50 ms frame being cleletecl (50ms < 75 ms) and 0.125s corresponds to two 50 ms frames being clelctecl (2ヽ
50ms < 0.125). 
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was used fewer perturbations would be cl,issecl ,is「iscsor fal Is、ai1dthe gradient thresholds could be !Clwercd 
so as to accept more of the gcnu ine rises and r,1.11s. 

Data set A had a considerably higher recognition rate th,m the other sets and this wと1Smainly due to the 
speech in set A being fully voiceJ皿 dbeing freer「romobstruent perturbations th,m the other sets. 

Algorithmic Problems Some errors arose from straightforward mistakes by the labelling algorithm arising from 
phenomena not foreseen in the initial design. A common mistake was for downstepping pitch accents on 
successive syllables to be labelled as a single large f叫1.Here the system would detect a long falling section 
of凡andassume this to be a single accent. A simple modification to the optimal matching module allowing 
more than one fall shape to be fitted to elem en ts that have been labelled as falls by the broad cl⑱ s labeller 
should help solve this problem. 

Labelling Problems A small number of errors arose from siしuationswhere is w邸 notclear that the hand labelling 
w邸 correct.Nearly always these cases involved small phr⑮ e initial boundary rises or small pre-nucle証

pitch accents. The arbitrary nature of the h,md labelling in these c謳 SW邸 notsuch much of an inherent 
problem in the RFC model, 邸 inany system it is often difficult to decide whether certain stressed syllables 
should be m紅ked邸 havingpitch accents or not. 

The majority of errors紅osefrom problems with small pitch accents or phr邸 einitial boundary rises. However, 
it is a general feature of the intonational system of English that perceptually important accents are bigger than those 
which are not尺出1dtherefore it is the case that the system recognised important accents best. To confirm this、m
additional test w⑱ performed which me⑮ ured the accuracy of the labeller on rises and falls which were p紅 tor
nuclear accents. The results given in table 4 cle紅 lydemonstrate that the automatic labeller is very successful at 
finding and classifying nuclear accents. 

Graphs of Fi。synthesisarul Analysis 
Figures 3年 4show凡 contoursfrom two utterとmccsin set A. In each figure, graph (a) is the origin叫凡 contour
邸 producedby the post-processing module. Graphs (b)印1d(c) show the origin叫contour,the labels from m1 RFC 
description皿 da synthesized contour from this RFC description. Graph (b) shows ah印1dlabelled RFC description、
狙1dgraph (c) shows狙1automatic叫lylabelled RFC description. 

冗 esefigures demonstrate a number of points. By superimposing the sy叫 1esized凡contourson the origimtls 
it is possible to gain a subjective impression of the model's sy叫1esisaccuracy. While slight differences between 
the凡contoursc叩 bedetected, it is cle紅 Lhalthe sy叫 1esizedversions紅eclose Lo the origin叫s,supporting the 
objective evidence in table 2. 

The (c) graphs show some typic叫errorsfrom the automatic labeller. The second pitch accent of the first phr邸e
in figure 3 is mislabelled as the automatic system f叫ledto recognise the sm叫1f叫1element of this accent. In figure 
4, 印1insertion error occurs邸 皿 obslruentperturbation was mislabelled as a f叫1element. These graphs support the 
evidence in table 3 which shows that the automatic labeller labels l,rrge pitch accents more accurately th,m smaller 
ones. 

6.4 Other Automatic A 
． 

nalys1s Systems 

A number of automatic intonation arnllysis systems have recently been proposed, but it is difncult to make 
comparisons owing to the different nature of the tasks attempted by these systems. Jensen cl al. (l 993) describe 
a system that recognises 0℃ onnor and Arnold tune types from凡 contours. They report a 717c accuracy in 
classifying nuclear accents, which is worse thai1 the results reported in table 4, but as they are attempting a full 
phonologic叫description,their basic task is much harder. Gcoffrois (1993) describes a recognition schcme for 
Jap皿esespeech using the Fujis咄irn奴klwhere he correctly recognises 91 % of accent commands. Although thじ

step and impulse functions of the Fujisaki model c1rc roughly equivとllentin terms of level to the rises a叫 fallso「the
RFC mcx:lel, direct comp紅isonis again difficult due to the fundamentally different nature of English ai1d J,1pa11cse 
intonation. 

ci¥fany factors such ns pitch range and declination need to be taken into ncc,n111l. but it does seem generally true that accents ll'hich ar,, 
important. e.g. nuclear accents are consistently larger than those which are not. 
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7 o・ ISCUSSIOll 

7.1 Flexibility and Variance in the RFC model 

It is simple to devise a model which can synthesize凡contourswith a high accuracy: any son of unconstrained 
target system cと'111do this. What is much more difficult is to design a model with high synthesis accuracy that 
generates these凡contoursfrom a linguis1ically usejitl descrip1io11. It should be clear that the RFC descriptions 
are linguistically useful due to the well-formedness conditions given in section 2.2. These conditions state that 
rise皿dfall elements may only be used to model phonologically signific祖1tevents, ar1d phonologically significant 
events c皿 onlybe described using rises皿dfalls. Therefore all phonological events紅ereadily detectable in an 
RFC description. 

The only debatable point is whether the flexibility in the RFC description is justified. The free parameters in 
the model狙rrethe durations and an1plitudes of the rise and fall elements. A typical pitch accent with a rise出1dfall 
element thus needs four paran1eters. In our data the amount of variance in pitch accents is considerable. A previous 
study of data set A showed that rise element an1plitudes vary from 1 OHz to 96Hz and fall elementとm1pliしudesvと1ry
from 11 Hz to l 40Hz (Taylor, 1992). This is not controversial as most systems have some way to gradiently scale 
accent height (cg (Liberman ar1d Pierrehumbert, 1984). However the RFC model also allows variability in the 
slope gradients of the rise印1dfall elements. 

Table 5 shows statistics derived from the full set of h皿dRFC labels for speaker C. The lcrrge vari,mcじof
the an1plitudes, durations ar1d gradients should make it clear that these paran1eters do indeed need Lo be flexible 
to account for the data. Any model failing to acknowledge this variW1ce will have considerably worse synthesis 
accuracy than the RFC model. 

Informal investigation into the causes of the variance shows relationships between clement duration, gradience 
and the sonority of syllables, ie. syllables with short voiced regions have shorter durations ar1d steeper gradients 
th,m those with long voiced regions. Nuclear accents occur earlier wilh respect to syllabic boundaries than pre-
nuclear accents, which is in line with the more thorough study of Silverm皿 ru1dPierrehumbert (1990). The wide 
amount of variance is therefore probably due to differences in the sonority of the syllables, the position of accents 
in the phrase and the phonological class of the pitch accent. Thus the flexibility in the model is required if it is to 
synthesize恥 contourswith high accuracy. The strength of the RFC model lies in its ability to do this while still 
making the RFC descriptions easily an1enable to phonological印1alysis. 

7.2 Comparison with other Models 

Fujisaki 

Fujis咄i'smodel of Jap皿 eseintonation uses two critically d印11pedsecond order filters to generate凡contours.
The phrase component uses impulses邸 inputill1d models long term phenomena such邸 downdriftand resets. The 
accenr componenr uses step functions邸 inputand models pitch accents. Separate time constants control the rate 
of rise出1dfall of each component, ill1d in the classical definition of the model. these constants arc inv俎訊ntfor a 
spe咄er.

The Fujisaki accent component only requires two numbers, 狙11plitude皿 dduration, to model piしchaccents 
comp,1red with the four mentioned above for the RFC model. Thus the Fujis咄jmodel is more constrained thi¥11 
the RFC model. However, the accent component c叩 notsynthesize the pit~h accents in our data with the accuracy 
of the RFC moclel. Amendments Cill1 be made, such as ,lllowing a negative step in the later half to account for 
clownstepping accents, but this would add two extra paril111eters (しhe,m1plitudc and the position o「しhepoh1rity 
change). Furthermore, the Fujis咄imodel predicts that pitch accent graclience is invari,1nt for a speaker, ancl ,is 

table 5 shows, the gradient of rises il11d falls vary considerably for a spc咄er.Therefore the Fujis咄 imodel woulcl 
have to allow the time constru1t to vary also, adding even more parameters. 

The phrase component is problematic as it Cillmot model long continuously rising sections of恥 contour、
such ,lS commonly obse匹 edafter L * accents (as seen in figure 2 of Beckman ,md Picrrehumbert (1986)), or in 
the pre-nuclear position in the surprise reduncl叩 cycontour (as seen figure 11 in Lacld (1983)). Figure 4 also 
demonstrates this effect. We found it difficult to postulate ill1Y amendment to the model which would account for 
such phenomena. 

It must be noted that the intonational system of Japanese is quite cliffcrent fromしhillof English、i¥J1clin particular 
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it 11,15 a much smaller inventory of pitch accents (Beckmrn1 ,md Picffehumbert (1986), like FujiSc1ki. use only one). 

Thus it is to expected that a model developed with the Jap,mese lrn1guagc in mind would be restricted in pitch 

accent shape. 

Dutch 

In the Dutch school (t'H紅t皿 dCohen, 1973), (t'H<rrt and Collier, 1975), (Willems et叫.,1988), 凡contoursare 

とmalysedin two stages. The close-copy sり1liza1io11describes the凡contourin terms of a number of straight lines. 

These close-copy stylizations紅eclaimed to be perceptually indistinguishable from the original凡contours,as 

demonstrated by re-synthesis tests (Willems et al., 1988). This is essenti,llly a data reduction exercise. 1l1e second 

stage is termed standardiこarionwhereby the close-copy contour is further coded into a series of star1dard rise and 

国 Ipatterns. 

Although the close-copy process may produce恥 contourswith a synthesis accuracy near that of the RFC 

model, the stand紅dizationprocess makes the Dutch model more like the prototypical systems mentioned in the 

introduction. Tl1erefore the aim is not to accurately synthesize皿 y凡contour,bu l to discover a set of凡patterns

which arc within the "linguistic tolerance" of a listener (Willems et al., 1988). 

Hirst 

The RFC model is similar in some ways to the mcxlel proposed by Hirst (1992) where皿 attemptis made to derive 

the phonologic叫descriptionof皿 utter皿 cefrom its凡contour.The first stage of his system uses a spline fitting 

algorithm that reduces叩凡 toa number oft紅getpoints. Later these t紅getpoints紅 eclassified in terms of a 

surface phonologic叫description.Although we紅enot aware of皿 yexact perforn1ru1ce figures for Hirst's system, 

it would be likely that his spline model's synthesis accuracy should be least邸 accurateas the RFC model, as his 

t紅getpoints are notと1Sconstrained as the RFC mcxlel. The RFC mcxlel lies somewhere between Hirst's spline level 

狙1dthe surface phonologic叫 levelin that the location of the pitch accents出1dthe bound紅 yrises紅 eexplicitly 

m紅kedin the RFC description where邸 thespline description needs further processing to extract this information. 

7.3 Practical Applications 

The RFC model forms the b邸 isof the intonation component in the speech synthesis sysしembeing developed at 

ATR. In this system, intonational tune is described by a system of intonational elements (H, L etc) and features 

(delayed, downstep etc), which is similar to the intonational tune phonology of Ladd (1983). 恥contoursfrom the 

ATR-CMU datab零 (includingdata sets C to F) have been labelled using the RFC model m1d the tune phonology. 

From the RFC descriptions of a speaker's utterances, it has been possible to collect statistics on the an1plitudes 

皿 dtiming ch紅acteristicsof pitch accents. Tl1ese statistics are used in the intonation component of the speech 

synthesis system Lo ensure that the synthesized intonation h⑮ a good likeness to the original speaker. It is much 

謬 ierto deriveしhesestatistics from祖1RFC description than directly from an凡contour,as the parts we証emost 

interested in (e.g. pitch accents) are explicitly m紅kedin an RFC description in a regular manner. A description of 

the tune phonology system and its relation to Ladd'sis given in Taylor (1992), m1d a description of the intonational 

component of tile speech synthesis system is given in Taylor (1993b). 

We arc currently working on integrating the automatic labeller into the ATR speech recognition system. A 

system already exists which uses the RFC description from the automatic labeller to derive the intonational tune 

of the uttenmcc (Taylor, 1993a). Work is underway to use this tune description to help derive the speech act 

(question/statement/greeting etc) of the utterance. 

The S)り1thcsisof凡contoursfrom an RFC description is computationally trivial, while the automatic labeller 

碑 esabout 0.3 seconds of processing time for every 1.0 second of speech. F郎 terperformance figures should be 

possible as no speed optimisation has been attempted on these progrmm. 

7.4 C onclus1011 

As far as extending the model to produce a higher level i¥11叫ysisbased on an RFC description is concerned, two 

points ci¥11 be made. Firstly, due to the fact we can reconstruct a contour very similar to the original one, no 

information present in the origin叫凡 h⑮ been lost;・rnther it has been converted to a form more amenable to further 
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と111alysis. Secondly, in ,m RFC dcscriplion, pitch accentsと111dbound,rry rises紅eidemified, 皿 dfurther ,malysis 

need only concentrate on classifying Lhe rise and 1』Idescriptions into separate phonological classes of piLch accenL 

と111dboundary tune. 
In conclusion, describing intonation with rise, fall rn1d connection clements is very useful in that this description 

is relev祖1lto both the phonologic叫 ,mdacoustic descriptions of intonation. Pilch accent出1dother intonational 

tune information cai1 be derived from印1RFC description, 叩 d恥contourscai1 be accurately synthesized from Lhe 

RFC descriplion. 
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Type Duration (seconds) Amplitude (Hz) 

rise 0.187 70 

fall 0.187 -97 

conn 0.175 

゜rise 0.165 34 

fall 0.100 -14 

rise 0.171 57 
fall 0.159 -93 

conn 0.135 -7 

silence 0.405 73 
conn 0.105 

゜fall 0.225 -76 

conn 0.240 10 
rise 0.175 43 

fall 0.191 -57 

• 

fiO 



Data set Number of utterances From hand labels From automatic labels 

A 64 4.9 Hz 4.7 Hz 

B 45 7.3 Hz 5.4 Hz 

C 55 3.6 Hz 4.2 Hz 

D 19 4.1 Hz. 4.3 Hz 

E 21 3.7 Hz 3.8 Hz 

F 17 4.9 Hz 3.9 Hz 
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Data set Number of utterances Numbers of clcmcnli; % of'rise and falls correct 

A 64 352 92 

B 45 589 86 

C 55 332 75 

D 19 125 72 

E 21 138 74 

F 17 109 72 
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Data set Number of utterances Number of nuclear accent~ % Correct 

A 64 136 98.5 

B 45 156 95.4 

C 55 139 97.6 

D 19 34 94.1 

E 21 39 94.8 

F 17 29 96.5 
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Parameter Mean Standard Deviation 

rise こorad1ent 18 st/sec 15 

fall gradient -26 st/sec 15 

rise duration 157 ms 92 
fall duration 165 ms 82 

rise ru11plitude 2.57 st 1.93 

fall ru11plitude -4.18 st 2.49 

ヽ

＇ 

.9 
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Figure I 
The q11adraric monomial和11c1io11.The plor is shown in rhe x and y space, and also wirh rhe axes marked.for 

duration and Fo am.pli111de. 

Figure 2 
Contour (a) is the normal output~{the PDA. Contour (b) shows the resul! after 15 poinl .mwoEhing. Con/our 

(c) shows 1he interpolation through 1he unvoiced reg ions and contour (d) shows the final output~f£he modzfied 
PDA. 

Figure 3 
Graphs rfrhe 11/feran.ce "The large window stays closed: the small one you can open". Graph (a) shows the 

original Fo co11to111: In graphs (b) and (c) the original Fo contour is shown by the thin line and the synthesized Fo 

co111011r is show by the thick line. Rise,fall and connection elements are labelled ",;" :'j''and "c". In the second 

label box~{!he graph (b), the "H" symbol indicates the presence of a high or peak pitch accent. 

Figure 4 
Graphs cl rile u11erance "Must you use so many large unusual words when you argue". The same labelling 

conl'enrions apply as for figure 3 with the addition rhat "L" indicates a low or valley accent and "B" indicates a 

加 1111daryrise. 

Note: I recommend that figures 3 a11d 4 should be printed using the full width of the page. 

Table I 
Example qf'RFC description. These labels were derived using the crileria explained in sec1ion 6.1 

Table 2 
A1・erage dis1ances in Her/z benveen symhesized and original~。 contoursfor hand and automatic labels. 

Table 3 
Perce111age recogbition scores /br the automatic labeller on the six se!s of data. 

Table 4 
Percentage recognition scores Jbr the automatic labeller 011 the nuclear accents of the six sets of data. 

Table 5 
Mean and standard deviations.for hand labelled element parameters.for speaker C. "st" srandsfor semi-tones, 

"sec" for seconds and "ms" for milli-seconds 
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